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five hundred students and friends gathered from
around the world to celebrate the twentieth anniversary of the Kwan Um
sangha in the West. This sangha began on October 10,1972 when the
original Providence Zen Center was dedicated in a Doyle Avenue
apartment; one month later Zen Master Seung Sahn conducted the first
five precepts ceremony. Those humble efforts marked the beginnings of
the sangha which has grown into the international Kwan Um School of
over

Zen.
The October weekend included the dedication

of a sixty-four foot
evening of entertainment,
and a panel discussion on "Buddhism in a Changing World." The
celebration culminated with Zen Master Seung Sahn giving dharma
transmission to the first Western teachers in the 1600-year tradition of
Korean Zen: Zen Master Su Bong (Mu Deung Sunim), Zen Master Bo
Mun (George Bowman), and Zen Master Soeng Hyang (Barbara Rhodes).
With a simple bow, he presented each new Zen Master with wooden
bowls, a special kasa, and a whisk. This dramatic event acknowledged
our growth as a school and marked the unfolding of a new era in the
Kwan Um School of Zen.
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pagoda,

an

anniversary

ceremony,

by the Kwan Um School of Zen, a non
profit religious corporation under the spiritual direc
tion of Zen Master Seung Sahn. Zen Master Seung
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Sahn is the first Korean Zen Master to live and teach
in the West He is the 78th Patriarch in the Korean

Chogye order.

He has given transmission to three Zen
Masters, and "inka" -teaching authority-to other
senior students called Ji Do Poep Sa Nims, "dharma

world.

masters."

an

The Kwan Um School of Zen supports the world
wide teaching schedule of Zen Master Seung Sahn
and the senior teachers, assists the member Zen
and groups in their growth, issues publica

centers

tions

on contemporary Zen practice, and supports
dialogue among religions. PRIMARY POINT is
published three times a year: Winter/Spring, Sum

mer,

and Fall. To subscribe, see page 23. If you
to become a member of the Kwan Um

would like

School of Zen, see page 30. Members receive
PRIMARY POINT free of charge. The average
circulation is 4000 copies.
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necessarily

the Kwan Um School of Zen.

Transmission to the West
An interview with Zen Master

Seung

Why did you choose the twentieth anniversary of
give transmission?

PP:

the Kwan Um School of Zen to

After twenty years, there are
practicing is ripe and whose

ZMSS:

disciples
correct,

whose

now

three

teaching is

it is time for transmission.

so now

PP: How did you decide to

Sahn

building an organization or a teaching lineage. Ko Bong
Sunim would come and go. He was a freedom-style Zen
Master, so he gave a freedom-style transmission.
I do not teach freedom style. In the United States, from
the beginning, I have taught correct organization: correct
temple organization, correct work organization, correct
Now we have correct teacher
school organization.
organization: Ji Do Poep Sa

pick these three people as new

Nim for three years; then
dharma combat with other

Zen Masters?
We have

ZMSS:
cess.

First,

all the
in

a

Zen Masters; then again af
ter three years I will check

a

pro
finishes

someone

their

and is tested

teaching; then transmis
our style.

sion. That's

kong-ans
Poep Sa Nim certi

Ji Do

fication ceremony. At the cer
emony, anybody can ask any
kind of question, and if the
candidate

answers

drance then he
come a

Ji Do

or

PP: In Zen

"a

refer to

special transmission, out

with no hin

side the sutras, not depen
dent on words or speech."

she

What does this mean?

Poep

can

be

Sa Nim.

After three years, each Ji
Do Poep Sa Nim is tested again

by doing

we

Three times

ZMSS:
Buddha's

dharma combat with

mind

Mahakasyapa's

and

mind met

Zen Masters both outside and

and became

inside our school. Three years
after they successfully com

Mahakasyapa became

plete

First Patriarch.

this dharma combat, I

check their

teaching again.

are

transmission is

First:

is

together;

in front of

Many Children." Many dis
ciples had gathered for the
Buddha's daily dharma
speech. The great monks

problem.

now

their

.

practice

Zen Master

Seung

Sahn

ripe.
were

PP: When you

twenty-two years old, Zen Master
Sunim gave you transmission. Nobody knew
who you were. That style and our present process seem
different.
Ko

were

Bong

ZMSS: Yes. Ko

Bong

Sunim

was a

freedom-style

Zen Master. He did not stay at a big temple and have
many students like other Korean teachers. He didn't even
want to teach Korean

monks; he thought they had

too

pride and didn't practice correctly, so he only
taught nuns and lay people. He wasn't so concerned with

much

"Sharing the
Mahakasyapa
the Pagoda of

cushion with

Meditation and wisdom have
come

the

The three

were:

clear, then

no

Thus,

occasions of transmission

At

that time, if their teaching is
clear, their mind is clear, and
their actions

one.

in the front; the

newer

monks

were

seated in the rear.

No

one spoke as they anticipated the talk. At that time,
Mahakasyapa was still a relative novice, even though he
was an old man. He was out begging and arrived late to
the assembly. As he walked in, his eyes and Buddha's
eyes met- their minds connected. Mahaksyapa proceeded

toward the front of the crowd, to the consternation of the
senior monks. As he approached, the Buddha moved
over on

was

his cushion

to

make room for

Mahakasyapa.

This

the first transmission.

Second: "Holding up a flower on Vulture's Peak."
Again, Buddha had appeared for a dharma speech in front
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gathering. For several minutes he was silent.
picked up a flower. Everyone was confused
except Mahakasypa, who smiled. Then Buddha said,
"My true dharma I transmit to you." This was the second
of a huge

the West.

came to

Finally, he

PP:

Usually

we

think of transmission

as one

person.

So what does this mean, three?

transmission.
Third: "At Niranjana River, when Buddha's feet burst
out of the casket."

After Buddha died, his disciples
around
his
gathered
gold casket. They were very sad.
Also, they were very confused-he had said "no life, no

death,"

how could he die? Maybe his

teaching
thinking. Mahakasyapa
arrived late and saw this; then, he slowly began walking
around the casket, with his hands at hapchang. He walked
so

was not

correct. So there was a lot of

around three times; when he came to the front of the
casket he bowed three times. No one knew what he was
wasn't he

the Buddha's death?

ZMSS: Before the sixth patriarch there
line of transmission;
to

than

more

no

patriarch had

was

given

only one

transmission

student. The Buddha's robe and bowl

one

passed on as a symbol of the singular, direct lineage.
patriarch, five lines appeared. Later on,
teachers would spawn as many as one hundred lines. My
grandteacher, Man Gong Sunim, gave transmissior
were

After the sixth

'

than

more

a

dozen students.

How do

PP:

we

know which of the three transmis

doing-why
crying
Suddenly, the Buddha's feet shot through the end of the
casket Everybody was happy-only the Buddha's body

sions represents the Kwan Um School of Zen line?

had died, not his true self. Thi"s is the story of the third
transmission.

Zen lines because

In all three cases, there
mind connection.

fosters the "main line," responsible for preserving our
specific tradition and practice forms. "Zen Master Su

over

were no

words, just

mind to

They are all considered Kwan Um School of
they all descend from Kwan Um

ZMSS:

School of Zen. But the first monk to receive transmission

Bong (Mu Deung Sunim) thus continues
PP: Buddha's mind to his

mind; what does that mean?

which is

a

our

main line,

tradition of monk to monk transmission. The

Kwan Um School of Zen centers and organization follow
It's kind of like

ZMSS:

an

auction.

You make

a

this main line.
Zen Master Bo Mun
Master

This tradition of mind-to-mind
transmission has continued from
the Buddha to our present day.

begin

(George Bowman) and Zen
Soeng Hyang (Barbara Rhodes), if they wish, can

their

own

own centers.

schools with their

They

can

own

traditions, their

also teach at the Kwan Um School

of Zen centers, where they would follow the practice
forms of the main line. And all the teachers who receive

transmission will

participate in the overall governing of

Kwan Um School of Zen.

gesture and the auctioneer's mind and your mind
nect-there is

a

recognition.

Words

are

con

not necessary.

From mind 10 mind.
PP: When you

give transmission, is

this also mind to

PP: When people have asked you

over the years about
have
said
"when an Ameri
American-style practice, you
can Zen Master appears, we will have American style."

Today,

three American Zen Masters

are

appearing.

mind?
As more Zen Masters appear, their individual
will
styles
emerge. Perhaps some of them will make their
own schools. So maybe, slowly, this Korean style will

SS:

ZMSS: Yes. This tradition of mind to mind transmis

sion has continued from the Buddha to

Mahakasyapa,
Mahakasyapa to Ananda, and through our lineage to
the present day.

from

PP: You

the

seventy-eighth patriarch in your line.
You gave transmission to three people; which one is the
seventy-ninth patriarch?
ZMSS:

are

They

are

all

seventy-ninth patriarchs going

back to the Buddha, and "second patriarchs" in the
American extension of the lineage that began when I
4
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disappear
American
PP:

have

no

and be

styles.

Now you

job.

SS: Yes,

replaced by

an

American

But the main line does not

are

giving transmission,

style
change.

so

or

you will

What will you do, sir?

hungry

time

only eat,

that's all.
PP: Thank you very much. 0

tired time

only sleep,

Zen Master Su

Sky

Bong

Nothing left for you and me
Then what is this?
Me facing you, you facing me
You ask the sky, you ask the tree

Su

Bong
(High Mystic Peak)
name

ground complete stillness
Seung Sahn already transmission: all

transmissions to birds and trees

(Mu Deung Sunim)
Transmission

and

Zen Master

Rocks head

Dharma name Mu

Deung
Original name See Hoy Liau

talking

to rocks head wake up wake

up

Why?
KATZ!

Nice to

In the clear clear, stillness stillness

see

your face, how

are

you?

True face stands revealed.
All dharmas
Pine

tree

originally empty.

is green, rock peak is white.
Zen Master, Seung Sahn

Interview

by

Mu

Ryang Sunim
MRSN: Zen Master
Sahn is

Seung

student of Zen Master

very great Zen Master.
Do you feel any awe in stepping
into his shoes?

tice, in 1981. In 1983, he

very great Zen Master. Many
people in Korea wear white rub

Bong has been
Seung
Sahn since 1974. He was given
inka, the authority to lead re
treats and teach kong-an prac
Zen Master Su

a

ordained

a

ZMSB: Dae Soen Sa Nim is
a

was

bershoes.

monk. A native of

Hawaii, Zen Master Su Bong is

MRSN:

penter. In the United States, he

days

in Los

temple
Angeles for several years, and
helped construct Zen centers in
Providence and Cambridge. He
has led many 9O-day winter Kyol

in

good morning,
they say ni hau

living and studying

Zen Master Su

say

Hong Kong

ma, in Korea

is your correct situation just at
that moment? So if you say

Bong

American Zen, that means what

you say American Zen
American Zen means
Korean Zen

(HITS the platform with his Zen stick.)
Buddha and eminent teachers

never

gave

transmission

(HIT)
(HIT)

we

is your correct situation? IT you say Korean Zen, that
means what is your correct situation? What is your
correct function in that place where you are? But when

Dharma talk

One sound takes away attainment and

you?

annyang hashimika. That is Zen,
that's just moment to moment,
what are you doing now? What

clude extensive

Originally

mean to

ZMSB: In America

in Korea for the past several
years. His recent activities in

teaching trips to
South Africa; he is also the guid
ing teacher for the new Hong
Kong sangha.

Manypeoplenowa

talk about American Zen.

What does this

Che retreats in the United States

and Korea,

vvrun

questions? (laughter)

accomplished industrial de
signer, sculptor, artist, and car
the abbot of a

SonoproNem.

kind of shoes do you wear? More

an

was

a

no

attainment

means
we

do

this kind of practicing,
ten

hours of

sitting,

or
or

talk at retreats, that's not
correct. American Zen, Korean Zen, European Zen
that is all opposite worlds. That is "making something ."
means we can

MRSN: In thefuture how do you think the Western
students in the K wan Um School of Zen will connect with
Korean Buddhism?
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Over the past ten

ZMSB:

years Dae Soen Sa Nim has been
slowly introducing us to Korea.

Many of the monks

have spent

time in Korea, and now we have
the very successful International

Zen Master Bo Mun

(George Bowman)
Transmission

Ches at Shin Won Sah.

Kyol

Bo Mun

(Wide Gate)

We've had two Whole World is

Dharma

Single Flower conferences in
Korea, and a third one is planned
a

Original

for 1993.

Song Hae
George Bowman

name

name

Everything follows the law of appearing
and disappearing.
All dharmas originally stillness.

Now, when Zen Masters like
Won Dam Sunim visit America,

.

talk about Koreans and

they

name

In

together as "our fam
ily." Other Korean people hear
this speech, and this family feel
Westerners

Bright

no

moon

form.

no name

appears

over

mountain.

Zen Master

Seung

Sahn

So Dae Soen Sa Nim

ing grows.

has fertilized these seeds and

the bond is

now

taking

think it will continue

I

root.

to

grow

stronger even after he passes.
MRSN:

Where and when

did you meet Zen Master
Sahn?

Seung

ZMSB: In 1974 I attended

a

small lecture about Buddhism,
where I met a Korean monk. He
asked me,

"Why

here?" I said, "I

did you come
under

Zen MasterBo Mun studied

anthropology and biology at Brown University, and

Ph.D. program in anthropology of religion in 1969,
University
until he left to study Zen full-time. He has studied extensively with other Zen
attended Duke

on a

living in America, received inka from Zen Master Seung Sahn in 1m, and
Kyol Che retreats at Providence Zen Center. A longtime
runner, he has done extensive racing, including a number of marathons. Zen Master
Bo Mun is a skilled carpenter and worked on major Providence Zen Center building
projects. He was ordained a bodhisattva priest in 1982. Zen Master Bo Mun is
guiding teacher of the Nashville Zen Group. He is also guiding teacher of the
independent Cambridge Buddhist Association. He has a private practice in
contemplative psychotherapy and lives in Cambridge with his wife, Trudy Goodman.
Masters

led the flrst three Winter

want to

stand Zen." He told

me

it

was

Zen discussion group, and
asked if I wanted to meet a great
not a

Dharma talk

Zen Master. I said "O.K." So
two

days later,

me to

he introduced

Dae Soen Sa

Nim, who

One fall day, a day very much like this several hundred years ago, a monk asked
Zen Master Un Mun, "How is it, old Master, when the tree withers, and leaves fall?"

shouted at me, "WHO ARE

And Un Mun said to the monk,

YOU?"

where is your golden wind? (Hits the platform with his Zen stick.) Outside
breeze scatters golden and crimson leaves.

stopped
late

BOOM!

mind

and I couldn't articu

an answer.

answer was

teacher.

My

But inside

there, "You

are

my

it takes

MRSN: Did you have any
idea at that time that you would
become the next Zen Master?

(laughter)

No idea.

No Zen Master.

MRSN: Thank you. 0

6
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So I ask all of you,
a

fall

short golden wind story. It involves Zen Master Seung Sahn and
twenty years ago, when I first met my teacher. It has a lot to do with

one

place
practicing and bringing this wonderful clear presence to this moment, and
meeting life as it is-this really is what our practice is about. In a sense it is no
practice at all. We were sitting Zen and Zen Master Seung Sahn had just come. In
those days he was very poor; he was fixing washing machines. We lived in a very
poor section of town, and the street noises were very loud when we practiced. Every
night at exactly seven o'clock when our evening practice began, a rock and roll
band would start playing upstairs. Plaster would fall from the ceiling. I remember
asking myself, "What in the world am I doing here?" Zen Master Seung Sahn
looked at me and smiled with those bright and vivid eyes-only this.
our

"

ZMSB:

I will tell

an

"Body exposed to golden wind!"

Winter/Spring

1993

Interview

by

"bat monks "-not

Ryang Sunim

Mu

MRSN: Zen Master Seung Sahn has a unique teach
ing style, but he allows his students great freedom to find
their own way. How has this been for you?
2MBM: I met Dae

Soen Sa Nim when he first came

to Providence in 1972. It started out very

used

to

informally; we

sit around the breakfast table and he would tell

Zen stories. Then

quite

mammals and not

quite birds.

Certainly, in the seventies and early eighties, many of us
who practiced together lived like monks but remained

laypeople.
I think it will take some time before a monk sangha
develops here. There is an enormous need now for lay
practice and as it becomes more established, it will be
able to support monasteries and monks' practice as is
done in Asia.

robes, bowls, and a more formal

came

practice discipline evolved.
In those early days Dae Soen Sa Nim would say, "I
want you to follow my say and just do it, just put away
your opinions." He said that if
you do that and practice hard,
then later on any teaching style
would be okay. H you want to
teach in a Burger King, great If
you want to teach in a Zen temple,
okay. But in the early days and

MRSN: Is there any story about Dae Soen Sa Nim that
sticks out in your mind?

Actually, there are
images I'm fond of

2MBM:

four vivid

that I'd like to share.
The first

in the

early
driving
through the Pennsylvania coun
tryside, looking for a site for a
was

We

seventies.

were

for many years thereafter, we
really followed his way. And
although there is a certain amount

rural retreat center. Dae Soen Sa

of freedom that he's

ian operas at the top of his lungs.
The second was when we

Nim, in his great Zen Master's
voice, sat in the car singing Ital

given us
now, a great deal of training and
discipline preceded it.

were

building

room at

the main dharma

Providence Zen Center.

.

on

I

MRSN: Can you elaborate
how you've been able to ad

your teaching style to suit
the needs of individual students?

to

just

2MBM: Students

come

was one

help.

where to drill

from

came

different

was

capacities.

practice.

Some stu

H that's

a

the future for lay Bud.

2MBM:

When I first

began practicing

in the late

sixties, I studied with Suzuki Roshi. He would joke with

saying that we weren't really monks and we weren't
really lay people. And Dae Soen Sa Nim used to call us
us,

hole.

When I

coming up from
course

the

he hadn't

progress-but there
one-pointedly try-

The third was one spring at
Monastery. The path was lit with
sunlight filtered through the new leaves. He was walking
the Diamond Hill Zen

up to the monastery with Maha Ghosananda, hand-in
hand.

on

dhists in the West?

a

ing.

the needs of the person.
see as

large

he was, still

Zen Master Bo Mun

people who can't relate to traditional kong-ans and really need to use mindfulness as the
gate. Some people want a very formal relationship with
a teacher, while others are looking more for a dharma
friend. I'm comfortable in either role; it really depends on

MRSN: What do you

smoke

made much

dharma door

way that opens them to prac
tice, I'll use that There are other

a

back in five minutes there

wood and of

kong-an

or a

came out

I handed him

electric drill which, I didn't real
ize, had a blunt bit I showed him

different backgrounds and have
dents want to do formal

of the lead carpenters,

and Dae Soen Sa Nim

Finally, an image from the first Providence Zen Center
Doyle Avenue. Dae Soen Sa Nim was sitting on the

front steps about mealtime. He used to refer to his
stomach as "Star Market "-his English was a little basic
in those days. So he held his hand to his stomach and said,
"Star Market empty
time to go shopping!"
...

Here is Dae Soen Sa Nim's

enormous

enthusiasm for

life, his unending try mind, his gentleness in the midst of
great strength, and his great bodhisattva humor. CJ
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mission?

Zen Master

KATZ!

Only don't know.

Soeng Hyang

I also have

I can't give you the answer.
short story. When we first moved to

Cumberland, many people
were

Soeng Hyang
(Nature Smell)
Dharma name Poep Urn
name

afraid

we were some

were

kind of bad cult

"

Ori�nrunameBMbMaRh�s
Before Heaven and Earth separate

Thank you.

True nature

completely bright.
Originally-nothing happening.
Spring comes, many flowers blooming.
Zen Master Seung

Sahn

Intervew

by

Mu

Ryang Sunim

M RSN: Is there is any
Zen Master

worried because

they
They were
afraid of us. The local newspaper interviewed a neighbor
down the street and asked what the people were like who
moved in. The neighbor said, "I think they are OK. I only
know one man, and he stopped to help me fix a flat tire.
Then the neighbor observed, "They must leave their
religion at home." So I hope that you all find your
home-your true self-and leave your religion there.

(Barbara Rhodes)
Transmission

a

Seong Hyang (BMbMa Rhodes)
Seung Sahn' s first American students and
has been studying with him since 1972. She was given
inka in 1m, and is guiding teacher of Bultasa Zen Group
in Chicago and Cypress Tree Zen Center in Tallahassee,
Florida A registered nurse since 1969, she works for
was one

Seung

specific story about Zen Master

Sahn that you would like to share?

of Zen Master

ZMSH: I

was

driving Dae Soen Sa Nim back from a

dharma talk in Boston, and it
tired. It

was summer

was very late; we were very
time and the bugs were out I was

dence Zen Center, and lived there for seventeen years,
serving in a number of teaching and administrative

going about 65, and suddenly a big bug hit the windshield
It was still moving, but I figured it must be dead and kept
driving. How could a bug survive a collision with a CM
going that fast? But it kept making these sporadic

capacities.She has

movements.

Hospice CMe of Rhode Island.

two

She

helped found Provi

teenaged daughters,

and lives in

Suddenly Dae Soen Sa Nim said "pull over." I had to
pullover three lanes into the breakdown lane. He got out
of the CM, picked up the bug, examined it and finally said
"Yes, it's dead." There was so much caring. We were
tired and wanted to get home, but he just wasn't sure it
was dead. So much caring-that really got to me.

Providence.

Dharma talk

appreciating the smell of grass in the tent
weekend,
Soeng Hyang (Nature Smell) is a good

I have been

all

so

name

for

me.

When the Buddha gave transmission to
he said, "I have the utmost profound ex

Mahakasyapa
quisite teaching, a special transmission outside the dharma
that I give to you, Mahakashyapa" I thought that that was
wonderful until I started studying with Zen Master Seung
Sahn. One day he said "You know, Buddha made a big
mistake when he gave that kind of transmission." So I ask
you, if you

flower,

a

are

the Buddha and you

are

holding

up

a

stick, or anything, and your wonderful student

who has been

practicing for many many years looks at
and
smiles, how would you give that student transyou
8
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MRSN: For

a

long

time you

were

teacher in our school. How do you
teachers in the West?

see

the

only

woman

the role of women

ZMSH: Occasionally people ask me to do retreats
exclusively for women, but I've never been particularly
interested. After a day or two of sitting it's not men or
women, just dharma friends. I don't feel any sexual
energy or sexual discrimination in that setting. It's nice
that there
women to

men,

but

are

more

women

know that

ultimately

they

we

teachers and it encourages
given the same status as

are

all have

to not

attach to that and

be ourselves. Some

people are more masculine and some

feminine but ultimately you just have to
people
be who you are and believe in yourself. Believing in
yourself means you understand your vow to help others.
are more

to my family. I literally just stumbled across
Providence Zen Center while looking for a place to stay.

be closer

A friend of mine had noticed

the

it
MRSN: I could

see

the value of

a same-sex retreat

you're discussing a lot, but for practices
chanting it doesn't seem so important.

like

if

sitting and

same

was too

center

apartment for rent in

thought of knocking on the Zen

I

door, but hesitated. After all, the books said if you

meet a Zen Master he will hit you or

make you wait
afraid to go in, but fmally got up the
Dae Soen Sa Nim was warm and friendly, and said

outside! So I
nerve.

ZMSH: I agree. If you're working on certain issues it
could be really useful, but when you're just sitting and

an

the Zen center. I checked it out, but

building
expensive.
as

"We have

liked the

a

was

talk next week,

teaching;

soon

please come."

So I

came

and

after, I moved into the Zen center.

becomes

chanting, everything
one.

MRSN: Was there a turning
point at that time, something he

MRSN: How do you see the
relationship of nuns, monks and

said

or

did?

lay people in western Buddhism?

ZMSH: No, I just liked his

ZMSH: It's nice to be talking

warmth and eye contact, and the
way he was just so unpretentious.

to you now; I don't see you that

often.

MRSN:

Why

did Dae Soen

Sa Nim choose to

give transmis
sion to three people at this time?

MRSN: It's nice to be talking
to

you, too.
ZMSH: ldon'tkoow

ZMSH:

Yesterday

does the

chanting "Kwan Seum Bosal" in
the dharma

crowded,

so

other people
is

It

room.

was

I stood with
on

why he

he does. He's

things
really driven and really wonder
ful. A real missionary-he wants
to get things done as fast as
possible.

we were

very
some

the porch, which

from the dharma

separated
by a glass

room

how those of
would end

our

wall. I noticed

us

in the

chants just

a

caused this

one

Zen Master

Soeng Hyang
ZMSH: Oh, no!

thin wall of glass

disharmony.

I

saw

this

as a

metaphor for how

separate male and female, monastic and lay person.
We just have to listen a little more closely. I think the
we

more we

He's not

going to
people to feel
that they're ready.

little

earlier and couldn't quite stay in
tune. We had to listen really
hard. Just

MRSN:

wait around for

porch

practice together and talk to each other and
points of view, the more we are one

respect each other's

family.

MRSN: It's
to

do

already
something.

ZMSH: I told

a

too

late if you feel

friend how I

you're ready

was nervous

about this

transmission because I know my own shortcomings, and
she said "Well, that's good because that will help your

teaching.

"

MRSN: How did you first meet Dae Soen Sa Nim?
MRSN: Thank you.
ZMSH: I had read a little about Zen and was
about doing

a

retreat with

California and

thinking

Roshi. I

thinking
living in

Kapleau
moving to the east coast

about

was

ZMSH: You're welcome. 0

to
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How will you carry the
Dharma combat with the

new

Zen Masters

Sunim, JDPSN: Richard Shrobe, JDPSN

Do Mun

sangha?
is not the correct

gave the opening dharma talk (opposite page) and talked
about three kinds of transmission, and today we have

three transmissions. So I would like to ask you:
the tail, the family shame, or the blind donkey?

are

you

answer.

ZMSH: Over in the tent is

are

.

a

lot of cake and ice cream.

Questioner: You have two holes in your nose and you
breathing through the back.

ZMSH: Thank you very much.

Bong (Mu Deung Sunim): You have
and feet. What is it doing now?

Zen Master Su
a

head, body
DMSN:

,

Standing in front of you.
enough?

ZMSB: Isn't that

Perl: I have a question for all three of you
time. An eminent teacher said, "The whole
world is a single flower," and yet the world is so mixed up.

Grazyna

DMSN: No!

at

ZMSB: Arrow is

already passed downtown.

DMSN: Thank you for your

teaching.

the

Now

same

we

have the three of you. Three Zen Masters, please
to us how the three of you can make the

demonstrate

whole world

Yesterday I had a small job.

Ken Kessel:

Buddha from Do An Sunim, JDPSN's

That

but you have
to be a Zen Master. So I want

was a

small

job,

going
you going to carry the sangha?
Zen Master Bo Mun

a

I carried the

single flower.

the altar.

ZMSB:

You

are

GP: I don't think

ask you, how

are

ZMSB: Arrow

room

to

big job.

to

a

ZMSB: Don't mix up the world.
G P: The world is already mixed up.

Already mixed up in

your mouth.

so.

already passed downtown.
Deung Sunim does.

G P: But that is what Mu

(George Bowman):

You al-

ready understand, Ken.

can

What

the three of you do for us?

The three candidates embrace and hold hands.

KK: I don't know how.

G P: Thank you very much, that

was

very nice. a

Sitting here smiling at you.

2MBM:

How will that

KK:

carry the sangha?
2MBM: Not enough?
KK: Hmmm

...

I don't

know.
2MBM: Go drink tea.
KK:

Ohhhh, thank you.

Questioner: My sword
sometimes kills

sometimes

beings and
beings.

saves

The surra says in the whole
world there was one nir
vana
can

palace. So, where

you

see

the nirvana

palace?
Zen

Hyang

Master

Soeng
(Barbara

Rhodes): Youalreadyun
derstand.

Questioner: No, that

10
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Revealing the family
The tradition
Opening talk

at

of Zen

example

transmission

the transmission ceremony

In the Zen records there
us an

are a

shame

by Richard Shrobe, JDPSN

number of cases that give

of dharma transmission. The first is the

transmission coming from Shakyamuni Buddha to
Mahakasyapa. One day on Vulture's Peak, Buddha was
going to give a dharma speech and the whole assembly
was there. He mounted the rostrum and sat silently for
several minutes. Everyone waited, expectantly. What
will the Buddha talk about today? Finally, he held up a
flower. No one understood except Mahakasyapa, who
smiled. And Buddha said, "I have the all pervading true
dharma, incomparable nirvana, exquisite teaching of
formless form. This I give to Mahakasyapa."

root

Zen Master Mu Mun writes

a

poem about the

case

and

"Holding up the flower, tail already appears."
already appears" is like an animal with something

comments:

"A tail

trailing behind. like a turtle who crawls up on the beach,
digs a hole, plants its eggs-and as it walks back to the
inadvertently leaves traces of where it has been.
example of transmission is from
to
Ananda.
Ananda was Buddha's cousin
Mahakasyapa
and had spent many years studying under him, but never
got enlightenment and thus never got transmission from
him. After Buddha's death, he studied with Mahakasyapa
One day he asked Mahakasyapa, "Besides the brocade
robe the Buddha gave to you, what else did he give?"
Mahakasyapa immediately called out, "Ananda!" And
Ananda, without thinking, said "Yes, sir!" Then
Mahakasyapa said, "Cut down the flag pole in front of the
gate." At that time in India, when a dharma talk was given
they would raise up a pennant, and at the end of the speech
take it down. So "cut down the flag pole" means it is
already complete now.
Again, Zen Master Mu Mun has a comment: "Older
brother calls, younger brother answers, the family shame
appears." Sometimes it takes a lot of courage to reveal the
family shame. "Family shame" is an example of a Chi
nese form of paradoxical humor, and refers to the Zen
transmission lineage. So we have to appreciate Zen
Master Seung Sahn's courage and wideness of vision, in
again revealing the "family shame."
One more example of transmission: When Zen Master
lin Chi was about to die he called an assembly and said,
"Soon I will enter into nirvana, please take care of my
dharma. Do not let it die out." San Sheng, one of the
senior monks, stepped forward and said, "Master, how
could you ever imagine that we would let your dharma die

out?"

lin Chi

responded,

"If

someone

in the future

should ask you about it, what will you say?" San Sheng
innnediately shouted "KATZ!" Then lin Chi said, "Who
would have dreamed that the future transmission of my
dharma is dependent on this blind donkey?"
So

we

have three

examples

of dharma transmission:

tail appears, family shame appears, and a blind donkey.
That is the what of dharma transmission; now to the why.
One

day

when lin Chi

was

still in

Huang Po's

mon

astery, the two of them were together planting pine trees.
Huang Po said to lin Chi, "What is the use of planting so
many pine trees here, deep in the mountains?" Of course,
deep in the forest, there are already many trees of all kinds
growing naturally. So this is like saying, "If everything

already has Buddha nature, or original enlightenment,
why make something special like transmission and a
teaching lineage?"

sea,

The second

These three have been

guide,
and

a

an

record,

a

a

standard,

inspiration.

responded, "Firstly, it will improve the scen
temple; secondly, for future generations it will
act as a guide, a record, and a standard." Having said that,
he took his hoe and banged it into the ground three
lin Chi

ery of the

times-whack! whack! whack! -and said "Phew!"

Huang Po saw this
greatly with you."

and said, "Our school will flourish

All of us who have visited mountain

temples know

the

scenery is sometimes very inspiring, and so encourages
us to
practice and find that wide open mind. Scenery is
scenery, but also the people we come in
with who inspire us to practice and who act as a

not jus t nature
contact

support and encouragement in our efforts. For those of us
who have known Ji Do Poep Sa Nims Mu Deung Sunim,

George

Bowman and Barbara Rhodes for many years
they have served this function for us

now, it is clear that

already.
Surely, we can say with Zen Master lin Chi, that these
three have been

inspiration,
is

a

a

guide,

a

record,

and will continue to be

very wonderful

day.

so

a

standard and

an

in the future. This

Thank you very much. 0
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A fresh approach to Zen
One of the oldest

living Zen traditions

has

_

produced a new body of literature on Zen history and practice.
)

Bone of Space

Bone of

Space:
Poems by Zen Master Seung Sahn.
Back in

after several years,
a master's

print

this collection captures

thoughts during everyday life
while travelling, talking on the
phone, attending a friend's funeral.
Primary Point Press edition, 1992.
128 pages. $10.95 (112 pound)

Compass
Teaching

of Zen

Compass
The

of Zen

Sahn's

Teaching.

-;lif-��I·f:

of Zen Master

Seung
teaching: the main points of

essence

Buddhism and Zen, the ten gates,
temple rules. Original edition, 1983.
39 pages.

$10.00 (1/2 pound)

,

I

I···,,·@"""'"

Up! On

The Whole World is a Single Flower:

Wake

365

Master. A film

the Road with

Nomad Productions. A

modem

and

sources to

Zen

professional
entertaining documentary that cap
tures Zen Master Seung Sahn's energy
and presents the core of his teaching.
Filmed in Europe. 1992. VHS 54
minutes. $29.95 (1 pound)

collection to ap
pear in many years; draws from
Christian, Taoist, and traditional

kong-an

Buddhist

a

by Brad Anderson and

Kong-ans for Everyday Life.
Zen Master Seung Sahn. The first

revitalize this

teaching method. 1992. 267 pages.
$16.95 (1 pound)
Dropping Ashes on
Buddha:
Master

the

The

of Zen

Teaching
Seung Sahn. Compiled and

edited by Stephen Mitchell. A de
lightful, irreverent, and often hi
larious record of spontaneous in
teractions with Western students.
1976. 244 pages. $11.95 (1

Only DOing It for Sixty Years. Stories
about Zen Master Seung Sahn's life
and teaching, published in commemo
ration of his sixtieth birthday. Fasci
nating first-hand accounts of the es
1987. 238 pages.

$10.00 (1 pound)

pound)

ONLY DON'T KNOW

ing
Ellen

156 pages.

Kong-an Teach
ing
Seung Sahn.
Ten classic kong-ans are illustrated
through extensive dialogue be
tween teacher and student.
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Sidor.

American

by

women are

mark conferences. Third edition, 1992.

of Zen Master

12

Women Teach

bringing a new energy to Buddhist
teaching. This anthology contains talks
and panel discussions from three land

Ten Gates: The

151 pages.

Gathering of Spirit:

in American Buddhism. Edited

mary Point Press edition, 1991.
204 pages. $12.00 (1 pound)

edition with

It

fQrSbly'ru;.

tablishment of Korean Zen in America.

A

Only Don't Know: Teaching let
ters of Zen Master Seung Sahn.
Issues of work, relationships, and
suffering are discussed as they
relate to meditation practice. Pri

Only DOillg

1992

updated biography.
$11.95 (1/2 pound)
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$11.95 (1/2 pound)

Thousand Peaks. Korean Zen: Tradi

tions and Teachers
The

Mu Soeng Sunim.
spirit of Zen's golden age in ninth

and tenth century China has survived
in modern Korean Zen. Primary Point
Press edition, 1991. 256 pages. $14.00
(1 pound)

Heart Sutra:

o

Whole World is
Shirt.

Reality.

Light of Quantum
Mu Soeng Sunim. Special

100% cotton.

the concept of emptiness

1990.

focus

on

a

Single

Flower T

t �-f.'tit

Designed by Grazyna Perl
Specify: S M L XL.
.

.

:

...:

�

....

..•
..

....
':The Whole World
'

,

$12.00 (1/2 pound)

..

':

.�-

+-

.

_.f

is

,:

"

.

./

.'"SinBle F1{l\�cr'

and the parallels found in quantum

physics.

Heart Surra
v

Ancient Buddhist

Wisdom in the

--
.. """.-_._

1991. 80 pages.

$9.95

Pagoda of Peace T-shirt. Designed
by Grazyna Perl. 100% cotton.
Specify: S M L XL. 1992. $12.00
(1/2 pound)

(1/2 pound)

Chanting Book with English trans
lations.

The book used in

daily

meditation practice at the Kwan Um

Kwan Seum Bosal notecards.

Zen centers. 1991 edition 64 pages.

by Grazyna Perl.

$10.00 (1/2 pound)

, ... ,,..,.,�;..

,,,, ...

�""".> .... ';�

@

bodhisattva of

�, ....

�"'-":fl_"�

On the

Designed

cover

is the

compassion; blank inside.

1992. Five cards with matching blank
envelopes. $5.00 (1/2 pound)

Perceive World Sound Zen chant

ing tape.

The

morning and evening
daily chanting

bell chants and the

at the Kwan Um Zen centers.

PERCEIVE
WORLD

i

L_ _�.?��.��
[I

1978.

$11.00 (1/2 pound)

..J

,-----------------

� Primary Point Press
Pound Road
� 99
Cumberland, Rhode Island 02864 U.S.A.
Fax orders

ZEN-I

CHANTING

I
I

Shipping

(401) 658-1188

and

handling (see shipping weights after each price):
pound, 50¢ each additional pound
surface: $4 first pound, $2 each additional

u.s.: $4 first

The Best of

Fifty

Primary Point.

classic articles from the

pages of Primary Point. 1992.
240 looseleaf pages. $25.00

(3 pounds)

Overseas

Overseas air:

$9 first pound, $7 each additional

o Check (U.S.

bank) 0 Postal Money Order 0 MClVISA.
Total

Item

Qcy

I

Dharma Mirror Detailed manual
of

practice forms in the Kwan Um
School of Zen. Compiled and ed

Shipping
7% sales tax

ited by Merrie Fraser. Revised
edition.
248 looseleaf pages.

_

(Rhode Island only)

_

TOTAL

_

$25.00 (3 pounds)

Dharma M irror

Name

_

Admess

__

City, State, Zip
New Haven Zen Center T-Shirt.
Dramatic

black

Bodhidharma
ton

Specify:

(1/2 pound)

S

and

Country

100% cot

Telephone

L XL. $1200

MCIVISA

design.
M

white

_

__

_

exp.

_

Signature

_
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Leave your mind alone
Excerpted/rom

a

dharma talk

by Jacob Perl. JDPSN

in

September. 1991

Q: I have a friend who has amnesia. Could you explain

a

coin. It's OK.

this in Buddhist terms?

Q: My desires
PPSN: In Buddhist

psychology,

kinds of consciousness. The first five

we
are

speak
eight
sensory-sight,

the difference

tinguish white from black or good from bad. The eighth
.

apart and don't function

The result

together.
amnesia, or perhaps a split personal
ity. In extreme cases one personality

split
might be
are

however,

ing."

Before

"Sentient

thinking

second, third consciousness,

no

first,

etc.

It is

beings

even a more

of

family

serious kind

technique

no

dog

I, my, me.

thinking calms down
disappear.
Thinking itself is not a prob

lem, but if you let your desires and
thinking control your actions, then

Jacob Perl. JDPSN

you do have

feeling

which I've been

for several years now. Take a coin (laughter)
and throw it up in the air. By the time you catch it, you
usually know what way you want it to come up. You
even

Then there is

and desires

teaching

don't

...

Great Question,

practicing can help?
a secret

human

desire mind. If you cultivate desire,
desire will grow. If you cultivate

Q: I have trouble deciding things. Is there some way

I have

only

don't understand my true self, what is
this "I"? That question takes away

This is the purpose of Zen meditation.

PPSN:

But, "May all

someone says "I want enlighten
ment." That, again, is desire mind.
But suppose someone says "I

same

thinking.

''for me." You

Or

heal. The sixth,
consciousness can

way with your mind; if
you leave it alone, it will heal. Leav
ing it alone means returning to before

them

aspiration.

families. Tree family, cat family,

sling and let it heal. Otherwise
will damage it more and more.

you
It's the

means

families flourish." Not

you don't use
your consciousness; you let it rest.
When your arm is damaged, you put it
a

to save

we vow

That is desire mind.

dysfunction
eighth
work together.
Practicing means

in

numberless,
Desire

can

seventh and

are

said, for example, "my family will
flourish." Why only "my family"?

before any consciousness. If you keep
this "before consciousness," then
amnesia and

you're talking about?

all." That vow's direction is for others. That is

"before think

there is

"I want that woman

PPSN: Not exactly. We talk about desire versus
aspiration. Every morning at our Zen centers we recite

doesn't know what the other person
ality is doing. If you are practicing,
you return to

or

in a bikini," and high class, like "I really want to see peace
in this world" or "I want to see my family flourish." Is this

smell, hearing, touch and taste. The sixth is mind con
sciousness, which controls our body, and the seventh is
"discriminating consciousness," which enables us to dis
consciousness is that which controls memory.
Sometimes these last three consciousness

in two varieties: low

seem to come

class, like "I want that cheesecake"

of

have to look. Just do it.

From the vantage point of distance, most decisions are
not so important Either way will be O.K. Why you do

or an

know it's not correct to act

on

problem. Let's say a
idea appears, and you
it. If you're practicing,
a

you've learned to let what appears in your consciousness
pass. If you're not practicing, it's harder to control your
actions. Even though you know something's not correct.
you still do it. Or something should be done, but you don't
do it. Later you say, "Why did I do that?" But the next
time is not any different. When I was a university student.

vowing after each exam that the next time my
preparation would begin well ahead of time. I was never
able to keep that vow, which means that my laziness
thinking was quite strong. I wasn't practicing hard
enough, so this lazy mind controlled me.
I remember

what you do is most important-is it for me or for others?
If your direction is clear, then your choice is also clear.
But sometimes you cannot decide what is helpful, so flip
14
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Q:

You said "don't check

others." What does this mean?

yourself,

don't check

PPSN: When you are practicing, uncomfortable thoughts
feelings often arise. We are accustomed to running away

and

from these

things.

One way

we

try

to

escape when we're alone

check' ourselves: "Oh, I am no good. I
should not be thinking. I am a lousy Zen student." Thinking
about thinking is like putting a head on top of your head.
Another way of escaping is to look at and judge others. It is
much more amusing than dealing with our own predicament.
on

the cushion is to

I

book named "If You Meet the Buddha

Q:
Road, Kill Him." What does this mean?
saw a

Zen

on

the

becoming independent. That is the
Buddha's teaching. Many people, however, become attached
PPSN:

Longmen Grottos
The

Longmen Grottos, carved from fine hard stone

between 495 and 7:fJ A. D., were once perhaps the
most beautiful Buddhist site in China. Over the

centuries, however, they
Buddhist
Western
remain

museums

Raining

so

a

the Bible it says that even if your enemy falls into

adversity, you
laugh,
rejoice.
responded, "Yes, of
course I read that in the Bible, but it doesn't say anything about
laughing when your friend falls down." That's a joke of course,
but sadly we do attach to words, usually missing what they point
His friend

or

at.

To be independent means that you find for yourself what the
truth is. Don't just take someone' s word for it, no matter how
person it is. If you attach to someone, you attach to

someone's ideas, judgments, opinions. So if you meet the
Buddha on the road you must kill him. Those are good words!

importantly, when you meet your own I,
them.
Think of your life as a kind of a laboratory.
my, me, kill
You hear of a good formula Don't accept it automatically. Test

where

important authority. That means that you must become
Buddha. That means that your practicing is most important.
most

once

meditated

silently

before the swift Yi River

Raining

so

long

the tourists have left,
and the huge Tang Buddha

(too large

to

have been

stolen)

sits

brooding
over a wet courtyard
empty but for one single stubborn old woman
who still hopes to sell her bottles of orange soda
Raining so long
the river roars past the caves
where of all the thousand images
carved to bring peace
the souls of nuns, courtiers, merchants, soldiers
and to their ancestorsonce

to

now

Q: Do you

mean

practicing, as

you

people

do here in this

room?
asked you "What are you?"
You were stuck, and unable to answer. That is our practice.
Formal practice, which is what we do twice a day in this room,

PPSN: Earlier this

a

sharply chiseled

slender Bodhisattvas

even more

it in your life. If it really works, then use it, and teach it to others.
If it doesn't, throw it out. Kill the Buddha, because you are the

only

caves

long

past empty niches

is

sell to

and collectors. Now the

brash new waterfall bounces down

story about two friends walking down the
street. One friend fell down, and the other one started to laugh.
So the one who fell down said, "Look, that's not very nice. In

However,

dwiog

means

of sickness. I heard

a

to

tourist attraction, but more than ninety
percent of the images are either broken or missing.

a

famous

first defaced

a

to teachers, attached to ideas, attached to words. It can be a kind

must not

were

persecutions, and then looted

morning I

technique, albeit a very important one.

talk about keeping

We

can

easily

don't know mind, but it is not always easy
do it. Even ten or fifteen minutesa day of formal
a

to actually
practice can help us carry that practice into the rest of our life.
In your daily life, when you are doing something, do it one
hundred percent. Then you are completely awake. If you are
dreaming, wake up. Good dream or bad dream, dream of the

past, the present,
awake! Become

or

an

the future, it does

awakened

one.

not matter.

Become

only

the

damaged,

the smashed, the headless
remain, slick and glistening
It may be

raining
Europe and America
where the perfect statues
sit in cases and on pedestals,
rest in changeless light and temperature,
never getting wetbut here in Longmen
the ugly and misshapen lurk in their caves,
in

breathe with the wet and cold
welcome crows and sparrows
and listen to the river

Become Buddha a

Stephen Addiss
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Tales from Shin Won Sah

Bowing

with mountain

gods

Neil Bartholomew

During the winter of 1990-91 I joined the sixth inter
Kyol Che, held at Shin Won Sah in central South

Korea. This article is condensed from

a

collection of

on

the retreat leader. There

nun; the rest

Get back in line!" We all

were

what that

but I will

laugh,

about his

life

never

forget

...

This retreat reflects both the Korean tradition in which

lay people.
retreat, however,
adopted a monastic appearance:
shaved heads, traditional gray clothing.
The participants came from seven countries: eight
we

taught

me

eight monks and

For the duration of the

were

Oh lin Sunim (our head monk, from
"Go away! We have no bread today!

Poland) exclaims,

The retreat numbered twenty-one people, including
Bong (then Mu Deung Sunim, JDPSN).
was

my face.

Immediately,

Zen Master Su

one

changing room. While walking by, as a joke,
through the hole with an inquisitive look

I stick my head

memories and stories from that time, written after I
returned to the United States.

who

the men's

to

national

all

Zen Master

Sahn

Seung

was

he has made to it in the West.

trained and the
Our school's

adaptations
Kyol Che is

quite revolutionary in Korean Buddhism.

considered

For

U.S. citizens, three Polish, two German. two Korean, two
Canadian. one Soviet, one Malaysian. and one Czech

instance. it is nearly unheard of in Korea to have men and
women, or monks and lay people, practicing together.

monk with a German passport who now lives in Taiwan.
It was wonderful to have the opportunity to live with such

Some

diverse group of people. There were many times when
simple interactions in daily life brought to light the

often reminded that many eyes were on us, that if we
practiced hard and showed that the situation could work,

different perspectives with which

we

a

we

approached

people in

the established tradition welcome these

innovations. and

situa

could have

a

some are

opposed

profound effect on

to

them. We

were

the future.

tions:
..

...

There is

a

panel missing from

Sticking

the bottom

of the door

It's 4:00

a.m.

Hyon Gak Sunim

great temple bell,

as

is

he does each

beginning to ring the
morning at this time

your head in ice water

Patsy Talbot
From a talk given during

the 1990-91 International

Kyol Che

at

Shin Won Sah

temple

in Korea

shave your head?

I'll start in Australia.
Several years ago I left my home in Canada to do some
world traveling. After a year and a half in Australia I
decided to go to Thailand. I didn't know who Buddha was
what Buddhism meant, but I knew I was on my way to
very Buddhist country. I recall writing to my Canadian
boyfriend, reassuring him that I wouldn't do something
or
a

Why not just live in society with the rest
people? Why do you have to hide up here in the
mountains? And I had such an anger mind as well: why
all this bowing to a silly gold Buddha statue? And who
of the

is this eccentric Zen Master? The guy doesn't know what
he's doing. I didn't know what a Zen Master was. but
what I

saw

didn't

seem

very correct.
later, after hearing Zen Master

crazy like shave my head or go sit in the mountains.
Six months later I had to write him back from Korea.

Seung Sahn' s

and tell him I

I had met, I moved into Hwa Gye Sah. Soon I heard about

was

sitting my first Kyol ale (long retreat).

and that my head was shaved. (Lay people
shave their head before the retreat begins.)
He

was

I had

asked

to

I met Zen Master

Korea

as a

a

very
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big question: why
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do you

a

week

or

two

talks and

being around the few

monks that

three

day Y ong Maeng Jong Jin, which in Korea means
intensive retreat-all day, all night; no sleeping. Now

I had

tourist, but soon after I arrived

Seung Sahn,

a

an

shocked and didn't understand.

come to

and monks here, I had

16

are

About

never

was,

and

it

not.

or

Master."

done meditation before,

hardly knew

what it

of the monks whether I should try
And he said "Oh, you should talk with the Zen

so

I asked

one

and each evening at 5:00. Each of the thirty-two strikes
of the bell resonates from the village below to the temples
up the mountain.
As the bell rings, the many

further

dogs

in the

village answer, and

they, the roosters, and the single cow keep up a discussion
for up to half an hour. When the big bell finishes, I begin
ringing the small bell in our hall, as I hear a monk doing
the same in the main Buddha hall seventy-five yards
away. This is the beginning of our morning chanting
...

Shin Won Sab is in the shadow of

Kyeryong San,

traditionally one of Korea's most important mountains
for spiritual practice. Almost every day, in the middle of
mundane activities such as returning from the outhouse,
I would look up, catch a glimpse of Kyeryong San, and
stop to marvel at it. On sunny days I marveled at the
striking blue of the sky, a hue which I have seen nowhere
else, and the ragged beauty of the rock outcroppings on
the mountain. On misty days I marveled at the play of the

temple complex consists of several buildings. The
central courtyard, with a stone pagoda in the middle, is
bordered by the Jijang Bosal hall (where funeral ceremo
nies were held), the main Buddha hall (where the Shin
Won Sab monks did their daily practice), the building
with the kitchen, dining room (for the Shin Won Sab
monks; we ate in the Zen hall) and office, and a small
building for solo practice.
On the hill above the courtyard is the Mountain God
Temple, which was built by the emperor in the late
nineteenth century as an imperial shrine. It is a temple to
the spirit of Kyeryong San, which Koreans have consid
ered a holy spot for many centuries. It's a very powerful
place, and many of us used it for extra practice. Set off
from all of these was the building where we stayed, the
The

traditional Zen hall.
The food

the

same

was

lay

simple and nutritious.

women

who

rice

Try

doing most of the time. I
was in severe pain and
constantly fell asleep.

also in

of veg
marinated
in
etables,
cluded

seem

But it

a

variety

utterly ridiculous.
was a completely

innocent mind. For in
The Zen hall

at

stance, it is

Shin Won Sah

But I did the retreat. Then I heard

Kyol Che. I had heard that
they don't like to take beginners, preferring people with
solid experience. But again I talked with Zen Master
Seung Sahn. Again he said ''Yes! Try necessary!"
I began with a real "beginner's mind" about every
thing. They shaved my head and I thought "this is
interesting; I finally get to see the shape of my head!"
But our teachers always warn that if you're holding on
to your opinion, your condition, and your situation, then
retreat is a nightmare. Well, my first Kyol Che was a
nightmare! I was doing really hard practice-a thousand
bows a day, midnight practice every night. But I was
following and holding on so strongly to my ideas that all
this good training could not help me.
In retrospect, my antics during that first Kyol Che
about the three month retreat,

Generally the
accompanied by

Most meals

I

was

was

products: tofu,
soybean sprouts, miso.

neces

didn't know what I

and

from soy

words.

So Ltried it.

rice

a soup or a curry.
Most of the protein came

When I asked him, he

sary!"

white

either

greatest marvel of all, for

said ''Yes.

prepared by

kimchee.

valleys, as in
an old Chinese painting.
On rainy days I marveled
at the sight of storms
passing across Kyeryong
San and out of sight. On
snowy days came the
no

prepared
was

and

which I have

was

the food for the

resident monks of Shin Won Sah. The heart of each meal

mist with the various

peaks

It

important to

stay awake, but I

was

petrified to fall asleep.

I

would put a pail of freezing cold water on the end of the
porch, and dunk my head into it during the walking
period. The head monk used to get so angry! Sometimes
r d have to break
water to
snow

through the ice that formed on top of the

stick my head in there. Or I'd walk around with

packed on my head during walking meditation.

Or

get Tiger Balm and put it around my eyes and forehead;
with those fumes I'd never fall asleep. Anything to stay
awake.

couple of years. But
the second year I could start to see how my actions
affect other people. Every dharma talk that was given
I haven't done any of that the last

by

seemed intended to hit me. I felt completely naked, as if
people could see right through me. How could I erect a
wall

to

feel

a

little bit

more

protected? Not possible.

It has been very difficult for
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various ways and set out in small dishes on trays which we
shared, two or three to a tray. Ibis is a feature of Korean

that the women's washroom had

a

tub which could be

cuisine

filled for baths; the men's washroom had only a faucet
with a hand-held shower installed in it. The air and floor

the table, and

were

everywhere-lots of little dishes set out around
everyone's chopsticks poking around sam
pling everything. I liked it; it gives a relaxed, friendly,
collective feeling to the meal, whether in a small family
restaurant or eating a silent formal meal at the temple.
Throughout the retreat, supporters donated food to us
to supplement the normal temple food. There was often
peanut butter to mix into our morning gruel, or fruit and
crackers for our tea break after work period. Sometimes,
particularly at special occasions such as the lunar new
year or when Zen Master Seung Sahn came down from
Seoul, we had a party in the mid-afternoon with lots of
food, and the rule of silence was relaxed during these
times.
Toilet facilities

simple: a pee-house for the men
pit, a bucket serving a similar

were

which drained into

a

function for the women, and a divided outhouse about a
hundred yards away for anything else we needed to do.
The outhouse had cement walls and floor, with a two-foot

gap between the top of the walls and the roof, and no doors
on the stalls, so we were quite exposed to the elements
while

squatting over the pit.

I found that refreshing most

of the time, except when it was quite cold.
For washing our bodies or clothes, there

ing

was a

build

behind the Zen hall which consisted of two wash

rooms,

one

for men and

hot water, the

rooms

one

for

themselves

women.
were

tional women's roles in Korea. It's

While these had

not

a

heated. I heard

different

society,

r d find myself beside the

and I resented that.

Invariably
temple work period, sweeping and digging, physi
cal activities like that. Never in the kitchen helping the
women. Or doing any ''women's stuff." Someone would

men

at

ask me to make a cup of coffee and the rage would erupt:
I'd think, ''You have two hands, make it 'yourself!"

Slowly, slowly,

we

all

change.

After the first Kyol Che I went to Shin Won Sab to do
short solo

At that time there

only one
cooking, cleaning, wash
and
at
the
ing,
temple. She was seventy years
gardening
old. There was no way I was going to let her do all those
chores herself while I was sitting and bowing in the
Buddha hall. So I began to help her. Even though I was
doing but a fraction of her chores, I was completely
exhausted. Later, these words appeared in my mind:
''Men's work/women's work doesn't matter, just do it."
I don't know where the thought came from, but all my life
a

retreat.

bosalnim to take

I

never

being

was

of all the

had liked

doing women's work. I didn't even like
I equated it with weakness, with being
"slave." But here was this insight-there is a

a woman.

someone's

18
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was

cold, so showers were not a leisurely affair. Laundry

done

by hand in the same room, in plastic tubs filled
good result of doing laundry by

from the faucets. The

hand is that you tend to be more mindful about how you
use clothes. It's an aid to paying attention.
The resident teacher of Shin Won Sab is

Sunim, who is the precepts

Byok Am

master for monks

in

our

Byok Am Sunim has been a friend and colleague
of Zen Master Seung Sahn for over forty years. His
sincerity is his most striking quality. Each time he passed
the stupa in the central courtyard of Shin Won Sah, he
bowed several times with such complete attention that it
reminded me of why we practice. His joy is also striking.
One time as I walked toward the Jijang Bosal hall, I saw
several huge flocks of geese flying north very high in the
sky. As they passed, Byok Am Sunim emerged from the
dining hall across the courtyard; I caught his attention and
pointed to the geese. His face broke out in a huge smile
school.

a child he called wildly to
bring everyone out of the dining hall to look at the geese.
Another time during a particularly extravagant party
when Zen Master Seung Sahn was visiting, Byok Am
Sunim turned to him, pointed to the spread of cake, ice
cream, fruit, nuts and other goodies, smiled, and said (in

and with the excitement of

Korean), "If you have no defilements, great Zen Master
cannot

appear."

correct time for

everything; it has nothing to do with
And although I still often display
a strong, aggressive, "masculine" nature, I am more
balanced. I am learning what it means to be a daughter, a
sister, a woman. I am learning what it means to possess
feminine qualities, and when and how to use them.
whether I like it

or not.

In the fall of '89 I went home for the first time in three
years. There had always been friction with my parents>
I always ''knew best." This time around I really tried to
let go of my opinions; and because helping out had
become second nature, I did the same at home. My

parents still don't understand what I'm doing, but they
aren't

as

afraid

as

they used to be.

And neither

am

I.

This past summer I came back to H wa Gye Sab, and
was asked to be Zen Master Seung Sahn's attendant. For
some reason

I

thought that this

would provide

ties to chit-chat and stuff like that-NO! Just

opportuni
bring him

his breakfast, hang up his coat, open his door, wash his
shoes, serve his guests, O.K. We rarely sat down and
talked. That
isn't

good

or

my job. It's a different culture, which
bad-just different.

was

Zen Master

Seung Sahn's role and style, and therefore

In the middle of Kyol Che, we followed the traditional
practice of Zen temples of doing extra practice during the
week leading up to Buddha's Enlightenment Day. On the
last day of this week, we sat all day and night. We were
joined at midnight by thirty bosalnims, Korean lay women

of all ages. Until 4:00 a.m. we alternated fifteen minutes
of sitting with fifteen minutes of walking; almost nobody

slept When we finished sitting, the bosalnims left for the
dining hall where they had breakfast, while we ate as
usual in the Zen hall.

...

It's about 5:00

Breakfast is over. We have a
regular Kyol Che schedule.

a.m.

the

day off before resuming
sleep---h.ave too much
I
do lots of laundry, and
energy.

I can't

head up to the Mountain God
hall to do some bows. During
my second

hundred,

tears

begin

flowing down my face. Where
do they come from? Joy? Sad
ness? Only don't know. Only
bowing and crying. and feeling
unspeakably grateful for the op
portunity to practice. After three
hundred bows, I

picked themselves out of the
My body responds to the nourishment with joy and
gratitude. Outside is a clear, warm, spring-like day. After
lunch, another retreatant and I use the free afternoon to
do what we usually don't have time for-hiking to the
summit of the mountain. We climb steadily for about an
hour and a half, and emerge to a 360 degree view. After
seven days of extra practice and little sleep, our minds are
receptive and calm. We sit for a long time looking out over
the peaks rising into the distance and the clear blue sky,
feeling the warm breeze. Finally it is time to return for
evening practice.
Taking a wrong turn almost immediately after leaving
the summit, we are over half
way down the wrong side of the
mountain before we realize our
mistake. (Clear mind? What's
that?) After running uphill for
45 minutes and tumbling down
the correct side, we arrive happy
and exhausted just as the big
bell rings to call us to evening
chanting
seaweed that the bosalnims
ocean.

...

the

return to

Neil Bartholomew is

Zen hall and fall asleep.
I wake a couple of hours later
to

find

dharma teacher and
at

lunch

a

and seaweed

of special rice
soup made from

those of his attendant,

out

life

friendly
people.

and

ona more

"equal" basis

with

But in Korea custom

and tradition dictate that he play
the ''Great Zen Master" almost

non-stop. Guests
from his

room at

come and go
all hours, and

Jane McLaughlin.JDPSN and Patsy Talbot.

Gye Sah itself is continuously busy with tourists, ceremonies and religious groups.
To be a good attendant, I was told, one must "say nothing
and do everything." That's really a test of "I, my, me!"
Accepting my function has been a challenge; what has
helped has been seeing the people around me as my
family, and learning how to respect and care for them.
Hwa

.

Do my comments about the woman's role sound like
subservience? To the Western mind, it is subservience.
To the Korean mind it is

continually
choose to

lot of

and respect. I
need to choose how I want to see things. If I

see

my actions

duty, humility

as

practices

o

dif

In the West he's

senior

the Providence Zen Center.

ferent in Korea than in America.

are

a

subservience then I create

suffering for myself and others.

of

duty and respect, then
relationships are
smooth, and people are helped.
This teaching about correct
situation, correct relationship
and correct function has helped
my life immensely. It's aston
ishing how smooth your relaand

tionships can be when you keep
these three things.
Many people ask me, what are you going to do, you've
been in Korea for so long. Don't you want to do
something different? Don't you want to get married?
Have kids? Become a monk? I don't know. Really don't
know. For now, I'll just do my practice and help other
people. That's my job.
Since
the

new

giving this talk, Patsy Talbot helped establish

Hong Kong

Zen Center, and is

now

living

in

Vancouver. 0

a

If I choose to act
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.

these scientific

disciplines and vice versa, and the reader

Book Reviews

has

The Elements of Zen

Buddhism, "What is this thing called 'I'?", and attempts

a

handful!

Dr. Bibel focuses

by David Scott and Tony Doubleday
Element Inc., Rockport, Massachusetts,
Reviewed by Mu

Soeng

on

the central

question of

Zen

synthesis of ancient Eastern wisdom and current scien
once personal and grandly
ambitious. She writes, ''The phenomena but ultimate
fiction of self and individuality is the focus of this book
while the feeling or sense of individuality is real, self
is a jovial illusion and sometimes a hazardous delusion of
a

tific research which is at

1992

Sunim

...

This book is not likely to cause
a

ZEN

revolution in Zen circles. At

best, it is

a

sincere attempt at

repackaging various elements of
Zen, done more as a reconfigured
recipe of a well-known dish
rather than to offer any original
insights. It is a charmingly pro
duced book and indicative of the
ways in which some people still
see Zen as a novelty and try to fit

special areas of interest David Scott. the
principal collaborator of the book, is interested in Japan,
martial arts, health and cookery, and his interests are
reflected in the structure of the book: we get chapters on
it into their own

consciousness-mind." Since she is

a

trained scientist, Dr.

Bibel notes, "Now, at the threshold of a new century and
through noetic science (noetic refers to mind), the priest,
the

scientist-philosopher, and the physician-scientist are
striving for a reconciliation or synthesis, a 'reenchantment
of science.' Note that it is science that is opening to
By the mid twentieth century, the mounting
mysticism
the
weirdness of subatomic behavior, and the
paradoxes,
fusions of once parted scientific disciplines had impelled
even the most practical researchers into philosophical
thought, philosophies that bear strong resemblances to
those of the mystic. Today the world, increasingly more
a global village, allows a dedicated student with either
Western or Eastern training to follow both paths, seeking
...

here is

their union, or at least intersections."
The title of the book comes from the old Zen story of
how a man once put a baby goose inside a bottle. There

"Common Questions": a personal culling of responses
from various teachers, dead and alive, to questions most

it grew and grew to the point that the bottle became too
small for it. The challenge for the Zen student is to free

"Zen Food" and ''Zen and the Martial Arts," in addition
to the by now routine
pictures and Zen in daily

ox-herding

life.

A somewhat novel feature of the

frequently asked by
Zen

vows

recipe

novices. Also includes

and sutras chanted

during

are

various

services at Zen

temples. In short, a helpful book for the first-time
inquirer into Zen, especially the Japanese version.

the goose without breaking the bottle. Using this meta
phor, if the author's attempt is to discover Zen through
science and science

through

Zen without

diminishing

either, she has blazed a pioneering trail, one likely to be
watched closely by others who might attempt a similar

synthesis.
The book contains

Freeing the Goose in the Bottle:
Discovering Zen through Science,
Understanding Science through Zen
by Debra Jan Bibel
Elie Mietchnikof Memorial
Reviewed by Mu

Soeng

Kazuaki Tanahashi. As she

the

1992

and artistic

writes, "I

am

fascinated with

of the Chinese

qualities
poetic
language."
appreciation of Chinese language infuses her under
standing of Zen and Taoist traditions with a grace and
sensitivity all too rare among Western scientific research
The book contains

a

microbe research

Seung Sahn. She has
written a book which is hard to quantify. As she notes, "I
am attempting a grand synthesis; my tactic is a pincer
maneuver. This book covers the major scientific disci
plines: yes, physics, but also chemistry, cosmology,
biochemistry, molecular biology, evolution and develop
ment, ecology, immunology, and psychoneuroscience."
Throw in an attempt to understand Zen Buddhism through
PRIMARY POINT

calligraphy by
calligrapher

ers.

Sunim

scientist and a student of Zen Master
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of Chinese

This

library, Oakland,

The author, Dr. Debra Jan Bibel, is

samples

the author which she learned from the noted
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ful foreword

by

a

thought

Daido Loori

Sensei, abbot of Zen Mountain

Monastery at Mount Tremper in
New York.

He correlates the

discovery of hologram and the
"holographic reality" to descrip
tions in The Flower Garland

Scripture (Avatamsaka Sutra),
"which describes

a

universe in

which everything interpenetrates

everything else, in iden
tity and causal interdependence; where everything needs
everything else and there is not a single speck of dust that
does not affect the whole."

By focusing on the intersection of the two paradigms
religion and science, Dr. Bibel offers a holographic
way of perceiving our world in which everything impacts
everything else through interpenetration and interdepen
dence; a new way indeed of looking at oneself and at

Songgwang-sa in such a way that his book transcends
an anthropological field study, yet is
likely to remain our primary source of understanding
about Zen Buddhism in Korea and the training of its
at

the limitations of

monks for

of

others both for the Zen student and the

scientist!

some

time to

One of the most

come.

fascinating sections in this book deals

struggles of contemporary Korean Buddhism,
specifically the long-range impact of the Japanese occu
pation of Korea from 1911 to 1945 and its attempts to
with the

remold the ancient Korean Buddhist tradition to its

own

political needs. The major impact of the policies of
occupation was to create a sangha of married monks in
The Zen Monastic

Korea; the tension between the married monks and celi
bate monks, in the years since liberation from Japan in
1945, has been the major focus of reform and readjust

Experience:

Buddhist Practice in

Contemporary

Korea

ment

by Robert E. Buswell, Jr.
Princeton University Press, 1992

this

within contemporary Korean Buddhism. At times
has turned violent, and Buswell gives an

struggle

excellent account of two decades of internecine strife
Reviewed

by

Mu

Soeng

among Korean Buddhist monks. A

Sunim

paid

limited. A

primary difficulty
understanding is the fact

gain many converts.

Asian Zen monastic in

Korean Zen's

such

that

an

no

sider has found it useful to de
scribe life in

Zen monastery.
To them.Iife in a monastery is to
a

be lived and not described. Dr.
D. T. Suzuki's The
the Zen Buddhist Monk

give

outsiders

a

Training of

of the first attempts to
of what goes on inside a Zen

was one

glimpse

monastery, but his book is focused more on anecdotes and
exchanges between Zen master and students, in the style
of kong-an collections from medieval China, rather than
the

daily struggles

and joys in the life of a modem Zen

monk.
As with

a

general

was

In the West, our understand
ing of Zen monasticism is rather

in

trend in available literature

on

Zen

these years and allowed militant Christian missionaries to

The life of Zen Master Ku San and his

where Zen Master Ku San

within the transmission of Buddhism in America: Ameri
can

academics who have been Buddhist monks earlier in

their

careers

and

teaching and writing about
perspective of insider training.

are now

Buddhism from the

rhythms of life were the last remaining links
daily life in Ch'an (Zen) monasteries of China in the
eighth to the tenth centuries, the so-called golden age of
Ch'an. In recapturing these rhythms in his book, Buswell
allows us to wander into the Middle Ages with a sense of
1198. These

ease

and wonder.

Buswell pays equal attention to postulants, novice
ordinations, Bhikshu ordination, post-ordination career,
ties after ordination, etc. Nor does he forget
things like monk's clothing and food. The

administrative infrastructure of the monastery is dealt
with in great detail, as is the economic support of the

monastery by the laity. The formal training of the Zen
monk occupies, appropriately so, a major segment of the
book.

daily life and formal training of
Songgwang-sa differs little from the life
and training of monks and nuns at other Korean temples.
Buswell's book thus offers us a wide-angle lens to look at
the Zen monastic experience in Korea, and makes a
lasting contribution to our understanding of Korean Zen.
.

monk at Songgwang-sa, the premier
Zen monastery in Korea, and is now a professor of Asian
studies at UCLA; he is also the leading clarifier of Korean
Buswell trained

as a

Buddhist tradition to the West.
The style of The Zen Monastic

considered, rather than racy,
be. Buswell has

as

Experience is sober and

Zen literature sometimes

skillfully interwoven his per
sonal experiences during five years of monastic training

tends

to

resident teacher. The

with

almost non-existent.

Professor Buswell fills this gap
belongs to an exclusive group

was

of daily life at the monastery in the 1970's had
remained practically unchanged since its founding in

family

Buswell

impact on
piece of

the West is the central

rhythms

mundane

admirably.

opening to

Buswell's book. In the process, he gives us an exhaustive
and observant insider's look at life inside Songgwang-sa,

Buddhism, information on Zen monastic life in Korea is
most

major casualty of this

Korean Buddhism itself, for Buddhist monks
scant attention to the wider Korean society during

strife

a

With little variation,

Zen monk at

o
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Contributors to the Kwan Urn School of Zen
The Kwan Urn School of Zen wishes to thank those listed below who made donations to the annual fund,
twentieth anniversary celebration, and pagoda/wing funds, or who donated equipment, between August 1, 1991
and December 31, 1992. The sangha also sincerely thanks everyone who donated to their local Zen center, and
everyone who contributed time and practice energy to help their Zen center, their School, and all beings.

$1-49
I van Arguello
David Arrollado
Ralph Ashodian
Steven and Audrey Ballou
Ray Barbehem
Lynn Bc:nnont
George Bethea
Carole Binswanller
Joshua Black
Michael Boumas-Ney
Catherine Capita
William Compton
Garret Condon
William Connell
Holly Cook
Edith Davidson
Bridget Duff
BlisEmmom
Madt Pnsweiler
Howard&mt
SusanEsons
Adria Evans
David Fairman
Barbara Feldman
Stephanie Forbes
Wendy Foulke
Diane Globerman

Carolyn Goodridge
Am Hake and John Ross

Ron Hale-Evans
Fhil Hartman
Carole Huddleston
11 Kwang Sunim
Gus Ives
Jung Soo Sunim
George Kartis Jr
Brad Kennedy
Bokja Manhajie Kim
Matthew Klein
Bernard Kramer
Camilla Kristeosen

Jay Kronenberg
Clark and Marie LaFever
Shirley Lambert
Patrick Lavey
Gale Link
Lisa Malcolm
Judith McLean
Doug McLean

Wendy Megerman
Robert Mi11holen
Carlos Moreno
Myo Shim Sunim

Taeji Nedilsky
Bob and Lois Newman
North Carolina
Zen Center
Dan Novak
Jim O'leary
Mluy Olson
Mirek Oskwarek
Nancy Parker
Thomas Pastor
Richard Patterson
John Pfarr
Sharon Prusik
Scott and Maria Restivo
Joseph Richards Jr.
Anders Robinson
Karen Ryder
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Jan

Sanfilippo

$100-249

Mluia Sistoe
Camilla A. VanSickle
Hal Smith
Sharon Smith
Michael Sprague

Aikido Ai Dojo of
Southern California
Robert Anderson
Neil Bartholomew
John and Soon Ja Beima
John Bizzaro
David Brooks
Michael Brown
Robert Brown

Sigila Sulaityte
Mluy Sullivan
Dave Sumpter
Michael Swords
Miles Tarter
Natasha Turaki
Roman Valek
Chris VanFleet
William Waltz
GerriWiIliams

AprilBrumson
Tom Campbell

and
Stefanie Sarant08
John Carducci
Madt Cassidy

ChrisW"WIl
Craig Wood
Zen Mountain Monastery
Thomas Zuhlke

$50-99

a.oog 0

American Speedy Printing
Gregory Ardo
Jerry Ashmore
Kevin Bell
Kenneth Berman
Paul Bloom
Vincent Borelli Jr.
Dennis Brousseau
Mary Belden Brown
Robert Buswell
Jim Calvin
Yong Mo Chung
Kathleen Cummings
Christine DeFazio
MadtDennen
Sybil Foote
Martin and Lille Goldman
Ellen Gwynn
Gillian Harrison
Grace Hinrichs
John Holland

IindaJaffe
DaraJueis
Jack Kimball

Suaim
EzmClarkMD
Richard Coddaire
Steven Connors
Kathryn Coon
Jeffrey Davis
Donna Denman
Do Myong Sunim
MaudeDorT
Duane Durst
Michael Bta
Madt Euler

MluyFabri
Chris Flynn
Mike Gagin-Figueroa
Edward Gogek
Barry Gorfain
Darek Gorzewski and
Heidi Dorris
Chip Greer
Bradford Griffith
Greg Gruzalski
Sam and Y ounll Ha
HaeJuSunim
Dr. John a K. Han

Joyce Haydock
Brigid Hogan

James Kopcienski
Kai Kuan Kuan
Jang S. Lee
Wayne Lord
Richard Madden
Amy Mar
Annie Massed
David Mellins
Julie Murakami
Suk Chul Nam

Meg Nicks
Frank Oakes
Jennifer Ondrejka
Joseph Parker
Julie Rush
Charles Schultz
Suzanne and John Shaver
Ji Soen
Jon Solomon
Tadeusz and Kasia

Sztykowski
Steve Valovic
Peter Von York

KeeYong Yi
Cornelia Zeiter

Winter/Spring

Joseph Champ
Michael Chang
Hyw KYWIl a.oog
Hai Ryong and
Sook Kywg a.oog

1993

Robert Horowitz
Dr. Won-Gi 1m
Ronald Kidd
Bun Sun Kim
Sang Soon Kim
Terry Kinzel
Michael KOI18tan and
Debbie Whitney
Nancy O'Brien
Kwang Ok SlDlim
David Ledeboer and
Carol B08Y
HaelimLee
Gerri Lee
Raymond Lemoine
Donald Leonard
Todd Lewis
Martine Liodquist
Stephen Lisko
Edward Lizewski
Sung S. Min Family
John Moran
Father Robert Morin
Mu Socng Sunim
Kiea.ul Nam
Deborah Newton and
Paul Difillipo

Nine MOOOtains
Zen Center
Cheryl Norton
OhDo
Fhil and Marilyn Ostrow
Soo Y can Paier
Reverend David Parks-

Ramage
Tony Petrus
William Poteau
Jan Potemkin
Robert Powers
Maximi1ianProba
Stuart Resnick
Jerome Rosen
Emil Seaman
Patricia Shelton
Ja 0.00 Shin
Bien Sidor
Peter Sims

Gary Snyderman
Roo Song
Bill Sortino

PaulSpr08ty
Paul Stevenson
Richard Stoll
Pin Pin Su
Richard Subin
Nancy Tamarisk

JeffTIpp
Uewain Van Doren
Roland and Nam Hee
Wohrle-a.on
Jonathan Yanow
Michael Zaslow
Zen Center of
Los Angeles

$250-499
Laurance Allen
SusanBaer
Susan Bernstein
Robert Blankfield

Barry Briggs
William and Miriam
Brown
Nancy Brown
Peter Cartwright
Isabel d.Avila
LaurentDoire
Ii Haeng Sunini
Ji HakSunim
Joeng Hue Zen Center
Robert Jonas

Sally Kealy
AvyKennedy
Ken Kessel
Jeff Kitzes JDPSN
Ruth Klein
Bom Chul Lee
Paul Majcbnyk
Erica Mann-Ramis

JcanMcCoy
Jane McLaughlin JDPSN
Ontario Zen Center
Marilynn Petit
Richard Scott
Susan Warden and
John Staples
Searle Whitney
NaksooWon

$500-999
Anonymous
LouiseBaum
Rick Bernier
Bul Tah Sah Zen Group
JohnJ.a.o
Chogye Sah
Paul Dickman
Reverend RlI8ty HeimannHicks
Menie Fraser
Robert Harwood
Pusun Huizioaa
Kansas Zen Center
Michael J. Kwan
Bum Won Lee
Michelle Lee
Mluia Miliora
New Haven Zen Center
Centro Zen de Palma
David and Hy Y 0011

Popkin
Providence Zen Center
Jan Sendzimir
Zen Master Seo Un
Seoul Lay Practice Group
Judith Share
Steve Warren
Richard Yakovanis

$1000-2499
Zen Master Bo Moo
Cambridge Zen Center
ChollYc International Zen
Center of New Yorit
Henry and Jinny a.ui
Do An Sunim
Empty Gate Zen Center
Lisa&mt
Robert Genthner JDPSN

Rob Gray
Soon Bae Lee

Lexington Zen Center
Diana Lynch
Thomas and Kyung
Riihimaki
Richard Shrobe JDPSN
Soon Rim
Zen Master Soeng Hyana
Zen Master Su Bona

Jeffrey Vandegrift

Won Sun Sunim
Jonathan Yanow

$2500-4999
Madt Houahton JDPSN
and Dyan Houahlon

$10, oooDharma Zen Center
Mu Sana Sunim
HeesokPark
Paul Park
Jacob Perl JDPSN and
Grazyna Perl
Zen Master SCUba Sahn

Glossary
beads:
or

a

string of beads resembling a bracelet

necklace, used for counting bows

mantra in various sects of
Buddhism.
Bhikshu (Sanskrit); fully ordained monk.
Bhikshuni (Sanskrit); fully ordained nun.
bodhisattva (Sanskrit); a being whose actions
promote unity or harmony; one who vows
to postpone one's own enlightenment in
order to help all sentient beings realize
liberation; one who seeks enlightenment
not only for oneself but for others. The
bodhisattva ideal is at the heart of Mahay
ana and Zen Buddhism.
bosalnim (Korean); in Korea, a lay woman
who helps at a temple
Buddha (Sanskrit); an awakened one; refers
usually to Siddhartha Gautama (sixth cen
tury BC), historic founder of Buddhism.
Buddha-nature: that which all sentient beings
share and manifest through their particular
form; according to Zen, the Buddha said
that all things have Buddha-nature and
therefore have the innate potential to be
come Buddha.
Chogye order: the major order in Korean
Buddhism, formed in 1356 AD by the
unification of the Nine Mountains Schools
of Zen.
Dae Soen Sa Nim (Korean); title used by Zen
Master Seung Sahn's students in referring
to him; "great honored Zen Master."
dharma (Sanskrit); the way or law; the path;
basically, Buddhist teaching. but in a wider

or

repetitions of a

.

or truth.
in Zen Master Seung Sahn's
centers, the meditation and ceremony hall.

sense

dharma

any

teaching

room:

enlightenment: awakening.
hapchang (Korean); literally, "palms to
gether"; a hand position used in various
practice situations.
hara (Japanese); the vital energy center of the
abdomen; in many Zen traditions it is
considered

to

be the seat of the

heart-body

floor; used

in, kong-an practice.
interview: a formal, private meeting between
a Zen teacher and a student in which
kong
ans are used to test and stimulate the
student's practice; may also occasion in
formal questions and instruction.
Ji Do Poep Sa Nim (JDPSN) (Korean);
"dharma master"; a student who has been
authorized by Zen Master Seung Sabn to
teach kong-an practice and lead retreats.
karma (Sanskrit); "cause and effect," and the
continuing process of action and reaction,
accounting for the interpenetration of all

phenomena.

Thus

what

I
I
I
I

For

a

LSigna�

the result of

be the product of what we are doing now.
AU individual karma results from this pro
cess.

kasa (Korean); brown piece of cloth worn
around the neck or over the shoulders,
symbolic of Buddhist vows and precepts.
KATZ! (Korean}: traditional Zen
used to cut off discriminative
Kido

belly shout;
thinking.
(Korean}: "energy way"; a chanting

a $36 in Canada

passes schools in ClUna, Korea, Japan, and
Tibet.
mantra (Sanskrit); sounds or words used in
meditation to cut through discriminating
thoughts so the mind can become clear.
moktak (Korean); fish-shaped wooden in
strument used as a drum to set the rhythm
for chanting.
patriarch: the founder of a school and his
successors in the transmission of its teach

ing.
sangha (Sanskrit); in the Mahayana and Zen
traditions, the community of all practitio
ners; may

Kwan Seum Bosal (Korean;
Sanskrit:
Avalokitesvara; Chinese; Kwan Yill;
Korean; Kwan Urn; Japanese; Kanzeon):
"one who

perceives the cries of the world"
responds with compassionate aid; the
bodhisattva of compassion.
Kyol Che (Korean); "tight dharma"; in Ko
and

tradition,

an

intensive

retreat

of

days.

international

a $60 international

expo

family

of students

disciples.

dent.

Yong Maeng Jong Jin (Korean); literally,
"valorous or intrepid concentration," para
phrased "to leap like a tiger while sitting."
In the West it is

a

short silent retreat of two

days involving thirteen hours of
formal meditation practice a day. Partici
pants follow a schedule of bowing. sitting,
chanting, eating, and working, with an
emphasis on sitting meditation. During
the retreat each participant has interviews
with a Zen Master or Ji Do Poep Sa Nim.

spicy pickled cabhage.
kong-an (Korean; Japanese: koan): a para
doxical or irrational statement used by Zen
teachers to cut through students' thinking
and bring them to realization.

a $25

to a

transmission: formal handing over of the
lineage succession from teacher to stu

kimchee (Korean);

Zen

refer

under a particular master.
senior dharma teacher. in the Kwan Urn School
of Zen, one who has met certain traininl
requirements, usually over at least nine
years, and has taken sixteen precepts.
sutra (Sanskrit); Buddhist scriptures, consist
ing of discourses by the Buddha and his

to seven

Subscription/Change

a $15 in Canada

Mahayana (Sanskrit) Buddhism: the Bud
dhism practiced in northern Asia; encom

retreat.

P�InU.s.dolltJn",,: Vi»'MasteraJrd;ponoml clwcbtfnrMlonlJ u.s. ""'*:
postDl_yordns: or biJnJ: clwcb ptJ)IQbI. on DnY u.s. biJnJ: or btri:M 'JlJPncy.

Visa/MC

are

have done in the past, and our
future thoughts, actions, and situations will

three-year SUbscription (9 issues), I enclose:

a $30 in U. S.

present thoughts,

we

The K wan Um School of Zen
I
99
Pound
Road, Cumberland, RI 02864 U.S.A.
I
658-1476· FAX (401) 658-1188
(401)
I
I
_For a one-year subscription (3 issues), I enclose:
I
_

our

actions, and situations

21 to 90

I

off discriminative

thinking.

rean

a $12 in U.S.

to cut

inka (Korean); "public seal"; certification of
a student's completion of, or breakthrough

mind.

r--------

palm or slick hitting a table

HIT: the sound c:i a

or

_

Zen

(Japanese; Korean; Son; Chinese; CII' an;
Dhyana}: meditation practice,

Sanskrit:
Zen center:

meditation communities which

may include a residence. All the Zen
centers in the Kwsn Urn School of Zen are
under the

spiritual direction of Zen Master

Seung Sahn, and each offers regular prac
tice and periodic retreats. Q

of Address

---------,

Please make the

following change of address.
(Please enclose the mailing label from this issue).

Nrune

Address

City

----------------

State

__

Zip

---

PPWS93

Country

Subscriptions to PRIMARY POINT and the school newsletter are ineluded in membership of affiliated North American Zen centers (pale
30). Notify

I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
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Summer

Kyol

with Do An

Che retreat

Sunim,

JDPSN

Monday, August 2 (10:00 am.)
Sunday, August 22
Also entries August 4,7, 11, 14 and 18, at 8: 15 am.
Minimum three day participation
$40 per day, $250 per week, $650 full retreat
-

Teaching
By

��PR���::�Z::be;�NT€R
.,\

I

Master

99 Pound Road, Cumberland RI 02864
(401) 658-1464· Fax (401) 658-1188

1

Wtz,pu�

Sheng

·

yen

(510) 843·2127
California

Berkeley,

---5Cp/WW
------§IN?
Acupressure
Emotional
BSc OEd CMT
All

.... Ion.

include

an

Balancing

Shiatsu
011 Massage

Thera"_utlc Healing

herbal wrap using indigenous herb.

ME

D

I

TAT

ION

C E: 1'1 -y- E: -=-.
Christian-Buddhist Retreat

Abbey of Gethsemani
August 27-28-29, 1993

•

7-Day Retreat

•

Beginner·s
Meditation

Robert Genthner, JDPSN
Brother Anthony

Class
•

This retreat will draw from the Zen meditation

Meditation

and Christian

contemplative traditions,
including chanting from both, sitting, discussion,
talks, and kong-an interviews.
The

Abbey of Gethsemani

monastery
For

at

more

in

Kentucky

is the

•

Dharma
Lecture

which Thomas Merton lived.

information call

Brother

Abbey

or

write:

Anthony

of Gethsemani

Trappist, Kentucky 40051
(502) 549-3117
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Chlan Meditation Center
718· 592. 6593
90-56 Corona Avenue,
Elmhurst, NY 11373

Advertise in

'"fake

PRIMARY POINT

0 .. the Itoad with

Up:
a

Zen Muste ..

For information contact
J.W. Harrington

Wake

(401) 658-1476
FAJ(401)658-1188

",...-

Up!

BUDDHIST �

MEDITATION

SUPPLIES

On the road

with Zen Master

Seung

Sahn

a
last, the film you've been waiting for
professional and entertaining documentary that captures

At

...

Seung Sahn's
teaching.

Zen Master
core

of his

energy while

presenting

the

Up! On the Road with a Zen Master is not
only a rare portrait of an unusual and provocative teacher,
Wake

but also
Master

an

introduction to Zen Buddhism

Seung

today.

Sahn's students will value the film

Zen
as a

reminder of his warmth and energy, and will also want to
show it to friends and family if stumped when they ask,

"Why

do you

practice Zen?"

Up! On the Road with a Zen Master was shot
on location during a teaching trip in Europe by award
winning independent filmmaker Brad Anderson from
Boston. The film candidly shows Zen Master Seung
Sahn traveling with three American monks, meeting and
teaching all kinds of people, sightseeing, and occasion
ally reminiscing about his life.
Wake

Cushions
Bells &

•

Mats

•

Benches

Altar

Supplies
Tapes
Rosaries. Posters. Jeuielru

Incense

•

Gongs.
Statues

•

Books &

LIMrrno WHOLESALE-PLEASE INQUIRE
Please send $2.00 for

fully

our

complete,

illustrated and annotated catalog
request our free brochure.

or

SHASTA ABBEY

The film combines excerpts from public talks and
private kong-an teaching; interviews with Do An Sunim

JDPSN, Do Mun Sunim, JDPSN, and Mu Sang Sunim;
and scenic

footage

from the

group's

travels.

BUDDHIST SUPPLIES

Dept. P,

P.O. Box 199,

Mt. Shasta, CA 96067

(916) 926-6682

VHS

-

Color

-

54 minutes-$29.95

Order

on

plus shipping

pages 12-13
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-

Head

FREE CRYSTALS WITH PURCHASE
OF $5 OR MORE

Temple Do Am Sah
Warsaw, Poland

new

•

world relIgions
video rentals

•

Summer

BE HERE NOW
BOOKSTORE

Che

Kyol

July

7 daye'
Sat. 10 6 (Fri. 'til 9)
Sun. 12 5

Open
Mon.

-

-

-

All the Kwan Urn

sangha

For information:

is welcome to sit

week

Mu Shim Sunim

Kyol Che
Hwa Gye Sab

Summer

Do Am Sah
04-962 Warsaw Falenica
ul.

age

401·253·4099
call for directions

$110 per week or $310 full retreat
(KUSZ members $75/ $200
KUSZ dharma teachers $55 / $150)
one

crystalsljewelry
tarot readings
.peela' order. acceptlld

•

21

-August

Minimum stay

new

•

10 State Street
RI 02809

led. by Ola Porter, JDPSN
31

•

Bristol,

Three Week Retreat

& used Buddhist books

psycholo!!y & philosophy

•

at

Malowiejska 22124

in the

Poland

new

Zen dharma

Gye Sah
487, Suyu-Dong
Tobong-Ku, 132-071
Hwa

Seoul, Korea

room

Fax

(48) 22-15-04-00
(after 9 pm)

fax (48) 22-15-05-52

June 4-SepteIrtber

1

Tel.

(82)
(82)

2-995-5770
2-900-4326

Third Triennial

Whole World is

a

Single

Flower

World Peace Conference in Korea
October 8-10, 1993

Tour

including

Buddhist

temples in

China

October 11-22, 1993
Taejon exposition Seoul Hong Kong
•

Sixth

patriarch's temple

•

•

Retreat at Un Mun

temple

For more in/ormation please contact:
Kwan Urn School of Zen, 99 Pound Road, Cumberland RI 02864
Telephone (401) 658-1476· Fax (401) 658-1188
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Zen

DHARMA

COMMUNICATIONS
Media Resources
World

on

The

Religions

Eight Gates of Zen

one

introduction to meditation
and Zen community life plus

paced

climbing hiking swimming
•

•

ceramics

•

Clay City, Kentucky 40312
A little bit

of practice

...

whole lot

a

offun!

:-.;�,�,,�
��.,
...

,f'.

"

subject of Zen training to date.
It provides a matrix of opportunity for returning to
intimate contact with our stillness and clarity, and
reclaiming our lives. Emerging out of fourteen
years of disciplined and vigorous Zen training at
on

A

....

book

tative works

Camp

Applications being accepted for consideration; enrollment limited.
-For application and more information write:
Kwang Myong Sunim, P.o. Box 345.

by John Daido Loori, abbot of Zen
Mountain Monastery, is one of the most authori
new

for 13 to 16 year olds

August 1 through 14, 1993

Buddhism and

�«
This

at Furnace Mountain

;"---,,.\

._,:,...-'

�

..

'

J

�
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SDUTIiERN DHARMA

the

REJREAT CENTER
secluded meditation retreats In the mountains

of North Carolina

The center sponsors
silent meditation group retreats
in a variety of spiritual traditions,

of the most active Zen Buddhist monasteries in

this

country, it is very relevant for modem practi
tioners, amidst our global and personal challenges
at the tum of the century. $12.95 plus $3.50 s/h.

_',-

\.

7
Call

or

write for a

7/2 hours from Asheville,
brochure:

Southern Dharma Retreat Center
Route
Hot

Mountain Record:
A

(704) 622·7112

Quarterly Journal

Devoted to the ways Zen Buddhism informs and
transforms our art, science, health, business, social
action and ecology, this journal is also a record of the

sayings and doings of Zen Mountain Monastery, an
active and authentic

training center in upstate New

York. It includes Dharma discourses of John Daido

Loori, beautiful Zen art,
monastic

1, Box 34H
Springs, NC 28743

and writings
spiritual practice. $14 yearly

on

lay

and

� Maitreya
�Uddliist
�
of
Seminary
Samu Sunim

under the direction

Yen.

training for
teaching.

Residential and non-residential
the

Introduction to Zen Meditation:
A Video

priesthood and
Please

Dharma

inquire: Zen Buddhist Temple,

1214 Packard

Road, Ann Arbor, MI 48104
(313) 761-6520

Loori provides a guided exploration of
sitting, revealing how through awareness of

John Daido
silent

the moment

we

get

back

our

lives. Without that

tasting, love without
feeling, die without having fully lived. This is per
haps the first time that a recognized master of Zen
meditiation has given such teachings on video, offer
ing an unprecedented opportunity to bring the
awareness

we

eat without

powerful tradition of
$29.95 plus $5.00 s/h.

Zen into one's life at home.

FREEING THE GOOSE IN THE BOTTlE

Discovering Zen through Science
Understanding Science through Zen
Debra Jan 8ibeJ. Ph.D.
Medical Microbial Ecologist

Foreword

by John Daido Loori

Abbot, Zen Mountain Monastery
An

original

and

chal/tllgillg synmests 01 both ;I/(tlltctual

and spiritual power,
325 pages, illustrated, paper

ISBN 0-9634067·0-1

SEND YOUR ORDER TO:
DHARMA COMMUNICATIONS

Order 1rOlll

your

bootuor.,

$16.95
or

lend

118.00, Including snipping

to:

ELIE METCHNIKOFF MEMORIAL LIBRARY

P.O. BOX 156PP, MT. TREMPER, NY 12457
Visa and Me

accepted.

Free

(914) 688-7993

catalogue!

DO OrVIlle 'UNt. Suite 6

o.klwd. C.llfornl. 94610·4119
(510) 444·3.oS
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Inflatable Zafu

ZEN CENTER

.,

an

cover.

LOS ANGELES

Inflatable beachball inside

a fine quality zafu
lightweight, convenient, and guaranteed.
Colors: Plum, Burgundy, Navy Blue, Royal Blue, Black,
and Green. Cost: $21.00 freight-paid. Free brochure on

Actually

OF

It's

this and traditional meditation cushions.

ZCLA offers

year-round zen training
program, including two 9O-day intensive
practice periods per year, under the
guidance of Taizan Maezumi Roshi.
a

June through August 1993
At

our

Mountain Center

January through
At

You

are

our

March 1994

City Center

Carolina Morning Designs
Dept. P, P.O. Box 2832
Asheville, NC 28802

(704)

S\\.edi tation robes
Traditional

sitting

welcome to attend all

or

part

ZEN CENTER OF LOS ANGELES

683-1843

Korean-style
bowing in the

and

short grey robes as used for
Zen centers of the Kwan Urn

School of Zen around the world. Cotton/poly. Small,
medium, large, extra large.
$75 postpaid (MCIVISA accepted) (Overseas $80 includ

ing surface shipping or $95 including air shipping)

923 South Normandie A venue

Los

Angeles, CA

Diamond Hill Zen

90006

.

..

213/387-2351

245 Walden Street

Cambridge,

.

.,:�

_

'�:·;:;;'�·I

(617)

.

Ii

,��:

Monastery

99 Pound Road, Cumberland RI 02864

(401) 658-1464· Fax (401) 658-1188

661-1519

MA 02140

George Bowman,

M.A.

Contemplative Psychotherapy

Guiding Teacher
Cambridge Buddhist Association

Richard Shrobe, C.S.W., A.C.S.W.

Psychotherapist
Specializing in the Gestalt Approach

The Cambridge Zen Center is a residential medita
tion center under the direction of Zen Master Seung
Sahn. Students from various countries and backgrounds

participate in this innovative combination of monastic
training in an urban setting. In addition to morning and
evening Zen practice, the majority of residents work or
are students in the Boston area. Cambridge Zen Center
offers a variety of programs, including weekly talks,
interviews with Zen teachers, monthly retreats, and
meditation classes. Cambridge Zen Center welcomes
visitors and new housemembers.

for
201 East 34th St., 5th Roor

N.Y., N.Y. 10016 (212) 689-7740
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Cambridge
199 Auburn Street,

contact:

Zen Center

Cambridge,
(617) 576-3229

MA 02139

Return to Ike source

...

One Month Summer Zen Retreat
This Summer come explore one of
this country's most compelling
Buddhist monasteries. Zen
Mountain Monastery is
dedicated to main
taining the integrity
and authenticity of

Turning Whetlis the quarterly journal of engaged Buddhism.

monastic and lay
training; both forms
of practice being
distinct, vital, and

pertinent

to our

Each issue contains articles, reviews, and graphics speaking
Buddhist peace and ecology work in all ttaditions.
Recent &

lives

in the 20th century.
Return to the source
and see for yourself.
-

-

-

TURNING
WHEEL

John Daido Loori, Abbot and full-time teacher
8-POINT TRAINING PROGRAM

ZMM is nestled in the Catskill Mts.

on

upcoming issues feature:

Thich Nhat Hanh, Joanna Macy, Robert Aitken, and
Srephen & Martine Batchdor; reports on engaged Buddhism
in all parts of the world, including Burma, Central America,
and Tibet; and articles on race in Buddhist America, prison
practice, misconduct in Buddhist communities, and gays &
lesbians in Buddhist practice. Turning Wheel also has regular

features
230

to

acres.

on

Buddhist approaches

Subscriptions help

Call or writefor.free residellCY clZfa/og

to

ecology & education.

support the work ofBPF.

$35for a year (four 4B-page issues)

Zen Mountain Monastery, PO Box 197PP
Mt. Tremper, NY 12457 (914) 688-2228

Buddhist Peace Fellowship
510/525-8596
Berkeley CA 94704

zo. Box 4650,

Tricycle continues to tackle controversial issues in its Winter edition with a
special section on Euthanasia; an inside look at Nichiren Shoshu; an exploration
of the genetic basis of compassion; and a conversation between media artist Les
Levine and Jerry Brown. An independent quarterly, Tricycle is for all kinds of
Buddhists and features art, poetry, fiction, film, interviews, profiles, and dharma
discourses old and new.

SUBSCRIBI NOW-GNLY

$20 (US,

A

YEAR, FOR 4 ISSUES

•

•..•.•................••..•...••.....................••..•..•.•..•.....•......••.•••

YESI

Enter my

one

year subscription to

Tricycle: THE BUDDIDST REVIEW today.

NAME
ADDRESS
STA'IE

CITY

o BlLLME

c PAYMENT ENCLOSED
Make check payable to-

Tricycls:

TIm BUDDlllSTREVIEW

Subscription Dept. TRI
P.O. Box 3000

Denville, NJ 07834
•••••..........••.......................•..•.......•..•••••.••••••.••••..•••••••••••
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The Kwan Urn

@

School of Zen

99 Pound Road, Cumberland, Rhode Island 02864 U.S.A.
Phone (401) 658-1476· FAX (401) 658-1188
.

Guiding

Teachers

are

listed in italics

Ann Arbor Zen Center
6 Geddes Heights
Ann Arbor. MI 48104
(313) 761-3770

Bo

Chicago.

IT.. 60641

(RonKidd)
(312) 327-1695
Zen Master

Soeng Hyang

or New York
400 East 14th St. Apt 2E
New York, NY 10009
(212) 3.53-0461
Richard Shrobe, JDPSN

Zen Master Bo Mun

New Haven Zen Center
193 Mansfield Street
New Haven, CT 06511
(203) 787-0912
Do An Sunim. JDPSN

Gainesville Zen Circle
clo Jan Sendzimir
562 NE Second Avenue
Gainesv iUe. FL 3260 1
(904) 373-7567
Friend

Nine Mountain. Zen Gate Society
1000 Queen Street West
Toronto. ON M6J IHI
Canada
(416) 588-3251
Friend

Kansas Zen Center
1423 New York Street
Lawrence. KS 66044

(913) 843-8683
Do An Sunim. JDPSN

Oblate Retreat HOUle
Meditation Group
200 Lowell Road
Hudson NH 03051

Zen Center
clo Robert and Mara Genthner
345 Jesselin Drive

Lexington

Diamond Hill Zen Monastery
528 Pound Road
Cumberland. RI 02864

Chogye International Zen Center

Nashville. TN 37205
(615) 298-3754

KY 40312
229-1621

Robert Genthner. JDPSN

Dharma Zen Center
1025 South Cloverdale Ave.
Los Angeles. CA 90019
(213) 934-0330
Fax (213) 933-3072
Robert Moore. JDPSN

Zen Center
199 Auburn Street
Cambridge. MA 02139
Office: (617) 576-3229
Personal: (617) 354-8281
Mark Houghton. JDPSN

Cambridge

Nashville Zen Group
3622 Meadowbrook Avenue

Clay City.
(606)

AR 72701

(SOl) 521-6925
Robert Moore. JDPSN

Furnace Mountain Center
Box 545

Dharma Kai Zen Center
clo Aikido Ai Dojo
6727 South Milton Ave.
Wbittier. CA 90601
(213) 696-1838
Friend
Robert Moore. JDPSN

Bul Tab Sab Zen Group
4358 West Montrose Ave.

Fayetteville.

Office(510)�7649
Fax (510) �0313
Personal (510) 843-2127
Robert Moore. JDPSN

Tree Zen Center
P.O. Box 1856
Tallahasee, FL 32302
(904) 656-0530
Zen Master Soeng Hyang

36-25 Union Street, I1C
Flushing. NY 11354
(718) 3.53-2474
Friend

Morning

Empty

Cypress

Kwang Zen Center

Star Zen Center
clo Barbara Taylor
243 Virginia Avenue

Gate Zen Center
1800 Arch Street
Berkeley. CA 94709

Kwan Um Zen Community
or Colorado
clo Richard Baer
8445 West Elmhurst Ave.
Littleton, CO 80 123
(303) 979-1655
Friend

North America

Lexington,

KY 40503

(603) 882-8141
Fax (603) 883-6089

(606) 277-2438
Robert Genthner. JDPSN

Office(401)6�1464
Fax (401) 658-1188
Personal (401) 6�1509
Do An Sunim. JDPSN

Friend
Do An Sunim. JDPSN

Desert Zen Center
901 EI Camino Way
Boulder City NV 89005
(702) 293-4449
Friend
Robert Moore. JDPSN

Mojave

Zen

Group or Pittsburgh
clo Paul Dickman
5333 Beeler Street 12
Pittsburgh. PA 15217
(412) 687-6396
Friend

-

r

-

-

-

Becoming

a

Member of the Kwan Urn School of Zen in North America

-

-

--,

your local affiliated Zen center or regional head temple.)
Your membership in a participating center or group makes you part of the Kwan Urn School of Zen sangha Your dues help support
teaching activities on local, national, and intemationallevels. Full membership benefits include discount rates at all retreats and

(In other parts of the world,

workshops (after

three months of

contact

membership),

and

SUbscriptions

to PRIMARY POINT and the

quarterly

school newsletter.

Associate membershi p does not incude program discounts. Send this coupon and your first dues payment to the K wan Urn School
of Zen at the address at the top of the page. Please circle the dues for the membership category and payment plan you prefer.
FULL

Annually

Quarterly

Monthly

Individual

$240

$60

$20

Family

360

90

30

120

30

10

15

5

Student

:

ASSOCIATE

Specify

the North American center

60
or

group that you wish to be

a

member of:

�rune�)

___

Strret

_

State

City

LPh�D�
30
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Providence Zen Center
99 Pound Road
Cumberland, RI 02864
Office: (401) 658-1464
Fax: (401) 658-1188
Personal: (401) 658-2499
International Head Temple
Jacob P�rl. JDPSN

Wiesbaden·Mainz Zen
Sertoriusring 13
6SOO :Mainz 21

Germany

Zen Center

ArpM IL 8 VI.

156.
H·1215 Budapest

Hungary
(36) 1·276-1309
Fax (36) 1·156-1835
LITHUANIA

Seattle Dharma Center
clo Tom Campbell
2920 NE 60th Street
Seattle. WA98115

Kaunas Zen Center
Siaures 31-42
233 042 Kaunas
Uthuania

(206) 783-8484
RoInrt Moor�. JDPSN
Wausau Zen Group
3908 Riverview Drive
Wausau, WI 54401
(715) 675-2693

phone (7)

012-70-15-54

Vilniul Zen Center
Tvereciaus 5-38
Vilnius
Lithuania
(7) 012·74-50-03
Head Temple. Lithuania

Europe
AUSTRIA

Vienna Zen Center
Katb. Arbeiterwobnheim
Gallnergasse 2-4
1030Wien
Vienna
713-41·00 (9am-4pm)

Torun Zen Group
Gagarina si 45
Hotel Asystenta
87·100Torun
Poland
Warsaw Zen Center
()4.962 Warsaw Falenica
uL Ma10wiejska 24 Poland
Office (48) 22·15-05-52
Fax (48) 22-15-05-52 (after 9pm)
Personal (48) 22-15-()4.00
Head Temple. Eastern Europe
Warsaw Zen

Group

27
05-840 Brwinow
Poland

Dzierzynsldego

RUSSIA
Saint

Petersbura

Zen Center

Primorskaya st, 9·25
Vyhorg 188900
Russia
phone 298·72
Head Temple. Russia

NETHERLANDS

H�ad Teacher Jacob Perl, JDPSN

Szc:zecin Zen Group
Sl 38/8
71·SOO Szczecin
Poland

Wyzwolenia

(49) 61·31-471·965
HUNGARY

Budapest

Racine Zen Center
clo Tony and UncIa Somlai
600 21st Street
Racine, WI S3403
(414) 638-8580
Do An Sunim. JDPSN

Group

Netherlands Zen
Rondo straat 30
1312 Sk. Almere
N etherlands

Group

Uljanovsk Zen Center
Yunosti si. 53/43
432 030 tnjanovsk.
Russia

NORWAY

SLOVAKIA
Oslo Zen Center
Bjerkelundgt, 2
055308105

Norway

BELGIUM

POLAND

Brull8els Zen Center
118 Rue des Trois Ponts
1160 Brussels

Gdansk Zen Center
uL Siowackiego 2412
80-257 Gdansk.
Poland
(48) 58412-129

Belgium
(32) 2-660-55-21
Fax (32) 2-782-05-59
CZECH REPUBLIC

KOIzalin Zen

Bagarova

2

841-01 Bratislava
Slovakia
(42) 7·767-623
Fax (42) 7·769·141
Head Temple. Slovakia
Kosice Zen Center
Siobody St, 19
040 11 Kosice
Slovakia
SPAIN

Kosynierow

Zen Center
Boleslawska Sl 10
130 00 Prague
Czech Republic
(42) 2-733-6551
Head Temple. Czech

Boguslawskiego 2I18a

Spain

31-048 Krakow
Poland
(48) 12·218681

(34) 3·310-7022
Fax (34) 3-431·7195

Rep.

GERMANY
Zen Zentrum Berlin
cioChon
Turinerstr. 5
1000 Berlin 65

Germany
(49) 30-456-72-75
Fax (49) 30-453-72-57
Head Temple,

Germany

Coloane Zen Group
Mllnstereifelerstrasse 55
soooK&ln41

Germany
(49) 22·1-44-5135

Barcelona Zen Center
1740 2a
Barcelona

Passeig del Born No.
Krakow Zen Center

Lodz Zen Group
Grunwaldzka 40
91-337Lodz
Poland
(48) 42-516080
Lublin Zen

Group

Sl 20/22
20450 Lublin
Poland

Yugoslavia

Asia
Head Teacher: un Mast�r SII

Bong

Seoul International Zen Center

HwaOyeSah
487. Suyu-Dong
Tohong·Ku, 132-071
Seoul. Korea
(82) 2·9()().4326
Fax (82) 2·995-5770
Head

Temple.

Asia

Hong Konll Zen Center
13
Road
Secon Floor

Le1hton

Causeway Bay
Hong Kong
(852) 891·9315
Fax (852) 575-0093
Zen Center
clo Kwan Yin Chan Lin
54BPulau

Singapore
Ubin

Singapore

1750

Africa
Head Teacher: un Master SII

Kladno Zen Center
Na Vybaslem 3260
272 00 KIadno
Czech Republic

Prallue

Beograd Zen Center
Radica Petrovica St, 23
Zemun

Bong

Bratislava Zen Center

Group

sc 12
75-232 Koszalin
Poland

YUGOSLAVIA

Centro Zen de Palma
c/SanFeli06
07012 Palma de Mallorca

Spain
(34) 71·72S-981
Head

Temple. Spain

SWITZERLAND

The Dharma Centre
Heldervue Homestead
16 Prunus Street
Heldervue
Somerset W 7130
South Africa
(27) 24-551·297
Fax (27) 21·927·063
Head Temple. Africa

Colesberg Zen Center
Poplar Grove
P.O. Box 232
Colesberg 5980
South Africa
(27) 51752 ask. for 722

Melville Zen Group
108 First Avenue
Melville 2092
South Africa
(27) 11·726-3496
Grahamstown Zen Group
Bamboo Grove
9 Moun! Street
Grabamstown 6140
South Africa
(27) 461·26163

MOlSztyDOW

Pila Zen Group
Tucholska 20/13
64-920Pila
Poland
(48) 867·22918 or
(48) 867-22893
Rzeszow Zen Group
ZMP Sl 8, ild XIp.
35-083 Rzeszow-Zwienczyca
Poland
.•

Zurich Zen Center
Babnbofstr.21
CH·8703 Ehrlenbach
Switzerland
(41) 1·910-7544

UKRAINE

South America
Communidade Zen de Sao Paulo
Rua Guaraciaha. 416
Sao Paulo SP CEP 03404
Brazil

Kiev Zen Center
Vowlnaya Sl 3/26
256 400 Bielaya Cepkov

<Kiyewskaya ObI.)
Ukraine
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